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An Interview With 

William F. Buckley 


By Jan Halaska 
All my life in Czechoslavakia, I 

fought against the ideas ofCommunism 
and Marxism. I finally realized that I 
could not fight Communism in my 
country, and I had no choice but to 
leave. In America, I was surprised to 
/ind not only a lack ofappreciation for 
this great land, but also that many ofthe 
idtas Ifledfrom are popular with a lot 
0/ people here. I interviewed Mr. 
Buckle}~ a "1Pn I have great respect for, 
in an attempt to understand and make 
tmJt out of America and her people. 

"_ICturW to"'~/w.lltDcbd
,,/bld tIutt 1IUUIy ...".,... cItIHru did 
lOt IIIpptWt tIIeIr colllftry. TIeq dItbr't 
.".pIItrlotk. Why do you tItbrIc tItbU 
,,1 

Well. there has been a tradition in 
America of diffe,ent points of view. 
They were, for instance, very sharp 
IipOn the matter of whether we should 
Dave entered World War II. But there is 
ako a tradi~ion of considerable unity 
when decisions encompassing the 
IOIIntly have in fact been made. 

The indecisiveness surrounding the 
iaueofVietnam was a communication, 
really, of a political failure to attempt 
anityon that issue. Americans tend to 
be achievement oriented and it is very 
difficult for them to understand a war in 
which only a partial effort is made. It 
was for that reason that there was the 
Ulcharacteristic dissatisfaction in the 
r.Jlness of its course. Beyond that it is 

o correct that many Americans are _ 
uenced by a trendy leftism which 
s to be anti-Americl!n. ] tis true aJso 

I America had reached a level of 

affluence which tends -to indulge self
criticism. Those are a few factors that 
contributed to the dissent you 
discovered. 
When I started school here, it was the 
time of the Iranian hostage crisis. I 
found that many people were saying 
"America is jiMlly getting what she 
deserves." I was upset about this, and 
couldn't malce any sense out of it. 
Well, the Iranian situation was affected 
by a number of factors. One of them, 
geo-poIitical ignorance. Very few 
Americans understand the importance 
of Iran in a geo-political strategy of 
which it was a crucial constitituent. 
Another, the behavior of the Shah of 
Iran, although absolutely apostle-like in 
contrast to that of his successor, was 
nevertheless conceived of as arrogant, 
cruel, and dictatorial. It was in a sense 

... it is also correct that 
many Americans are 
in/luenced by a trendy 
leftism which tends to be 
anti-American. 

all of these. Actually we now know that 
his publlc esteem suffered in Iran not for 
such reasons as would have endeared 
him to American liberals. Quite the 
opposite. 

He suffered primarily because of 
reactionaries in Iran who resented his 
notions of progress which tended to 
imitate America.rl standards. That is a 
deregulation of the~pwth of industry, 
and so on. So that the pro-Iranian 

., 

sentiment at the time of the revolution divine mandate that this country, which 
was a reflection of disgust with the has never been attacked from abroad 
Shah. But I think that it is safe to say since 1812, is simply, for some 
that that only lasted about six months. extraordinary reason, secure from the 
After that, and the experience with the aggressive designs of the Soviet Union. 
Ayatollah, it tended to diminish We now know that it is not, and I think 
influence in outside forms. it is fair to say that the people who 

govern America know it isn't, asI have found that A mericans tend to be 
witnessed in that we are spending $170 a bit naive about the threat ofthe Soviet 
billion a year, and the only potential Union, and other Communist forces. 
aggressor is the Soviet Union. They don't seem to understand how 

So that, call it smugness, satisfaction, serious the Communists are about their 
or complacency, all those factors tend plluu to taIu! over the world. 
to argue here as they did in Europe I think you're absolutely right. That is 
before the Second World War fora kindto say that a great many Americans 
of listlessness and a failure to apprehend simply think that it is written into some 

Continued on Page 5 

Interview with Peter Schwab-
The Democrats Should 


Have Done Better 

parts are in a severe recession, and that 
the Democrats only won 26 seats in the 
House, and the R,publicans 
maintained their control of the Senate, 
the Republicans did awfully well. 

The Democratic party is fond of 
saying now that they did quite well, and 
the Reagan program is severely limited, 
because of these votes iq the House. 
That in fact might not be the case. A lot 
of wfiat Reagan stiU wants In terms of By David Schwartz 
cutbacks may very likely be passed. I 

Peter Schwab has been teaching in would define this as a loss for the
the Social Sciences Department here Democrats. They had an unusulJ.I
since Purchase opened in 1971. He 

opportunity in a terribly depressedanalyzes this years elections with the economy to do very well, arid they
view that it was the Republicans. not the didn't.
Democrats, who were the true victors. 
Many of the elections this year were How come you think they didn'tt 
contests between conservative and It seems to me that. a lot of people 

who unemployed voted for liberal ideas .. were not 
Reagan, with the feeling that the decline It seems to me that what happened in 
in interest rates, at least in terms of the this election is that the RepUblicans 
prime, from 20% to 12%, and the real really did quite well. And in that sense, 
decline in inflation, was a success, and conservatives did quite well. If you 
they were willing to, as Reagan says, consider t hat parts of the country are in 

an absolute depression, and many other Continued on Page 5 
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Newsbriefs 
T.he Wednesday 


Night that Wasn't 

By Tbnotby McDarrab 

"It should have been one ofthe best WNAS's we've 
had. The concert (Jorma) had gotten out early, there 
were a lot of off campus people who could have seen 
the place and had a good time, and the mood was 
good. Instead ... " So lamented Bill Berman, the 
scheduled deejay for the South that wasn't. 

According to Student Activiti~s, "no one tQld us" 
that there wasn't a cartridge for the turntables in 
working order, or that the mixer was under repairs at 
c.1. R. However, Berman said that it was the same old 
story. "Obviously, some people don't know and don't 
care what's happening. Every week the student deejays 
have to run around looking for a turntable, or a 
cartridge, or a board. We should be able to arrive here 
and set up and know that all the parts will be here, and 
in good working order. Last week, Walter Dorfman, 
PUR and South deejay, had to bring a turntable from 
the station. Things have been like this for weeks. If 
some thing blows up during the evening, that's 
nobody's fault, but to have broken cartridges for 
weeks and weeks is ridiculous." 

Students queried and Pub officials seemed to echo 
the same opinion. The manager of the Pub was 
reportedly "really pissed," according to an employee, 
that Student Activities had "screwed up." Students 
also were dissapointed about the lack of music. "After 
seeing that Jorma character I was desparate for some 
good tunes. Especially with Bill deejaying. That'sjust 
too bad, man," commented one. "It really stinks," said 
another. "I really don't like the disco they usually play, 
but sometimes the deejays are good, and, well, South is 
just a part of Purchase." '. 

This was, according to some old timers, the first 
South-less Wednesday in Purchase's history. 

Student Activities also said tht tnere would 
"definitely be a South next week. Everything will get 
fixed." 

Drinking Age Will 

Alter College Fun 


By Lisa Collins 
The new drinking law, which prohibits the sale and 

consumption of alcoholic beverages to anyone under 
19 goes into effect on December 4th. The law will have 
a profound effect on college life. There are nearly 700 
Purchase students who will be under age on D-day. 
The law was created partly out of the claim that out-of
state kids would come into New York to buy liquour, 
because the drinking age was lower. The law also stems 
from a nationwide effort to prevent deaths related to 
drunk driving. 

Over the summer, the A.P.C. (Alcohol Policy 
Committee) was formed to plan the school's transition 
to following the new law. The A.P.C. is made up of 
students, faculty, administration, and staff members. 

Jeff McDowell, chairperson of the A.P.C., and a 
Resident Director, said that the A.P.C. has made 
several proposals to the administration, some of which 
have already been put into effect. Wednesday Night at 
C-D Lounge is an example of a social setting without 
alcoholic beverages. Heliotropes are now serving more 
food than wine. 

The biggest effect of the law, though, will be on the 
Pub. McDowell said the pub would be divided into 
two seperate areas. The back section of the Pub would 
be converted into a "juice bin," which will serve soft 
drinks. The Pub will also enforce strictly the current 
J.D. and guest sign-in rules. "The only change in the 
Pub policy will be the rigid proof of age check. Once 
this law goes into effect, we will really have two pubs. 
This is .the fairest solution to the issue of the Pub, and 
we will comply with the law 100%." 

Clint Spiegel, a Residence Life Director, said that 
dormitory residents, who are under 19, "have to accept 
the responsibility for not breaking any drinking laws 
at parties. We could forbid keg parties altogether, but 
the bottom line is that everyone is responsible for the 
decision that they make. Dorm parties have served 
nonalcoholic beverages in the past and they can 
continue to do so." 

Public Safety;which works closely with the A.P.C., 
has mentioned the possibility of speciall.D.'s being 
issued to persons under 19. 

Students who will be affected have met the law with 
mixed. reactions, with responses ranigng from 
indiffeJ;~nce to outrage to approval. One student called 
the law "unfair because it acts as a barrier between 
minorS:and those over 19. Halls will literally be divided 
into age groups, and activities will be curtailed." Other 
students took a more positive attitude. "Well, we'll still 
have parties, and we'll be able to remember them in the 
morning." 

The Urban Affair: 

Round One Results 


By Timothy McDarrah 
The Urban Affairs Department has lost the first 

battle, but the war is far from over. 
On October'6, a Step 1 union hearing was held in the 

office of Richard Silver, Director of Personnel at the 
College. The hearing stemmed from a complaint filed 
by two untenured faculty members in the department, 
Philip Weitzman and Dr. Kent Robertson, who stand 
to lose their jobs when their contract expires August 
31, 1~3. 

According to Weitzman, Silver "listened politely" to 
their argument that they were notified too late for their 
contracts not to be renewed, and were therefore 
entitled to an automatic renewal for another 2-year 
period, the same length as their old contracts. Silver 
then reportedly told them that they were "too late"in 
filingfa grievance, and were therefore denied. 

A Step 2 hearing has been filed for. It will be held at 
the office of SUNY Chancellor Clifton Wharton, in 
Albany. A date has not yet been set. At that hearing, 
the same process will be followed through, except the 
professors will present their argument in front of the 
Chancellor or his-representative. There are four steps 
in the hearing process. IfWeitzman and Robertson are 
denied at Steps 2 and 3, an arbitrator could be called in 
to hear each side of the debate and render a decision. 
Also, a two-part lawsuit has been filed by Robertson 
and Weitzman, claiming a Breach of Contract. 

Dr. Robertson said last week that he has "resigned 
himself to the fact that I won't be teaching at Purchase 
next fall." He is looking for another job, preferably a 
teaching position. "Teaching is what I love to do." He 
continued that he is preparing for being on 
unemployment, but is almost more scared of finding 
things to do with his time than not actually having a 
job. But Robertson, one of the more popular teachers 
in his-department, added optimi'stically, "But I'm sure 
I'll find something." 

SUNDA'NCE 

Natural Foods Restaurant 
presents ETHNlC NIGHT 

Every Friday' N.ight. 
With special dishes from around the world. Japanese Tempura, Indian Currie~, . 
Arabic Falafels, Chinese Stir Fry Vegetables, Italian Zucchini Parmesan, and many more. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR PURCHASE STUDENTS. Open MondGy-FridGY, 
12-4. Gnd 5-lfl. Grill C.OHfI 8:00 p.rn. SGt. Gnd Sun. 3-7. 253-8060. In Gym, by pool. 
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Ex-Director N~•.¥ 

In Van Money 
By Timotby McDarrab 

A former Assistant Director of Student 
has been accused of embezelling almost $700.00 
.the Student Senate. 

Nancy Adams, who is no longer at the \..-0111:8.... 

she married over the summer and moved to 
Virginia - allegedly siphoned approximately 
from Student Senate Van Run account. 

According to Dean of Students Charles Fisher, 
the beginning of this semester, someone 
involved with the van run operations, rf'nn~ 
current Assistant Director of Student 
Cheryl Eastwood, noticed that something was 
with the van receipts. She explains that "for 
Saturday van runs to New York, there should 
been around $400 for the (Spring '82) semester. 
(Adams) didn't report anywhere near that." 

Adams was in charge of taking the money from 
van drivers at the conclusion of their runs to 
Port Chester, and White Plains, marking down 
much money was collected and turning it over 
appropriate persons. Apparently, she failed to 

. the full amounts collected, and several hundred 
allegedly reached her pockets. 

Fisher said that the Student Senate, as 
incorporated body, was responsible for getting' 
money back. He added, however, that the State 
moral responsibility to help the Senate get 
settlement. After all, she was our employee." 

The matter is now in the hands of the persOlllll. 
office and Public Safety, and a representativt 
Adams and ofthe campus are working on a settle_II 
The matter is not in the courts, and can only be 
Senate decides to press charges. Tony Kliphuis, 
Vice President of Finance, commented that 
wouldn't press charges if something could be 
out of court. 

Fisher also commented that there is "not a 
that can't be broken," however, a new 
collection of the van money has been instituted. 
are now two people instead of one, one for recelDI_ 
money, Johanna Pignatara in the Info Bo 
anotber for accounting purposes. The van 
themselves are also supposed to keep a log of 
many people they carry and how much money 
collect. 

The Load. 
Next Issue: December 
Due November 29th:All 
Theater X materials, 

page material, and 


Due December 1st: All 
articles, opinion pieces. 

We accept work from all students 
teacbel'8. ANYONE INTERESTED II 
JOINING: COME TO OUR NEXT 
MEETING TIUS THURSDAY (He 
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What's the Purchase College Association? 

By David Schwartz 

This is the first in a series of articles which will 
rontinue through the year. exploring power at 
huchase. We will attempt to analyze how the school 
1IIIIS, how decisions are made. who's in charge ofwhat, 
., looking at different areas of power within the 
ro/Jege,' the PCA, the President's Office, the Deans, 
rIre Student Senate, the Purchase College Council, etc. 
We start with one ofthe lesser known, more important 
organizations on campus, the Purchase College 
Association. 

Sometimes the workings of the Purchase College 
Association are a secret even to its members. Dee 
Molinari recounts, "I walked up to Steve Wilson (a 
Purchase student, and the PCA's president) and asked 
bimwhen we were going to have a meeting. He replied 
'we had one this morning.' .. 

lfthe PCA is one of the best kept secrets on campus, 
it's not because the group is unimportant. Here are 
soine facts: 
*The PCA manages, and/ or shares in all profits from: 
the bookstore, all vending machines, all laundry 
machines, the General Store, the Cappucino Lounge 
- in short, all services on campus which take in 
money. 
*The PCA is now making plans to reopen the 
Followspot as a cafe which will sell mixed drinks and 
refreshments, and provide live entertainment with no 
cover charge. The PCA will control all profits from the 
Followspot. 
'If the College ever took control of the Pub from Flik, 
the PCA would be responsible for managing it. 
'The PCA now has $40,000 to spend, and could have 
much more in the future. It has only been operating for 
two years. 
*This money is distributed back to the college by the 
peA board. Last year, money was-used to fund an 
Ism's Workshop, to support the James Joyce Festival, 
and to give Junior Faculty Awards. 
'The PCA board is comprised of 14 seats, 7 of which 
are for students. The students are selected by the 
Student Senate, and have a 50% say in what projects 
the PCA undertakes, and where the money goes. 

Ifyou haven't heard of the PCA, it's not really your 
fault. Here's how the Association is described in the 
Student Handbook: "The Purchase College 
Association is a non-profit au·xiIiary service 
corporation, which is authorized to contract for and 
manage non-academic support enterprises and other 
revenue-generating activities on campus." 

Also, tbe group's name ' is a bit unusual. At most 
dhenchools, the equivalent to the PCA is the FSA, or 
"Faculty Student Association." However, at 
Purchase, the group contains more than just students 

I 

and fa:culty. Of the 14 board members, 7 are supposed 
to be students, 2 faculty, one non-teaching 
professional, one classified service employee, and 
three presidential appointees. However, since there is a 
Purchase College Foundation, which does fund
raising work for the school, and a Purchase College 
~uncil, the choice of Purchase College Association 
.. a name is not very fortunate. 

The Purchase College Association was conceived in 
the mid-Seventies. Before that, Purchase had lacked 
what just about all other SUNY schools had: an on
campus corporation which could take in and 
distribute money. Without such a corporation, all 
collected money go to Albany, where there are 
hundreds of restrictions on how to spend it. For 
instance, state money can not be used to buy food. 

As the PCA grows, it could take control of all 
businesses on campus. It could run the food service, 
the pub, and the book store, rather than 
subcontracting these services. 

When asked what the PCA's biggest project this 
year is, Molinari said "The Followspot." Located 
across from the Center For The Arts lobby, the 
Followspot was not popular with students when it first 
opened two years ago. A one dollar cover charge was 
one factor which drove students away. The current 
plans call for no cover charge, live entertainment by 
students, who would perhaps work for free, waiter 
service, and liquor. 

As with other PCA projects, the big problem here is 
one of resources. The PCA would have to pay for 
managers and workers for the Followspot. Currently, 
there is only one managerial employee of the PCA, 
and that's Sunil Weeramantry. Pat Coughlin feels that 
some of the $35,000 which the PCA has at its disposal 
now should go towards hiring management. It is a lack 
of management which prevents many projects for the 

Pat Coughlin, school's V.P. of Finance, 
is the PCA's Treasurer, and a board member 

PCA. One reason the PCA has not taken control of the 
book store is that there is no one trained in inventory 
control, and with a real working knowledge of 
bookstore management, working for the PCA. 

But time may provide that. The PCA is relatively 
new, and has been growing gradually. Its first p'rofits 
came from vending machines, which required no 
management know-how. With Sunil the only 
managerial employee, the PCA has been able to 
maintain the General Store and the Cappucino 
Lounge. If the Followspot opens, its schedule will be 
modest at first - perhaps two nights a week, says 
Molinari. But the potential for growth is unlimited, is 
income grows over the years. 

its money under its own control. It was a long job to 
bring the PCA from the idea stage to reality. 

Dee Molinari recounts that -there were two big 
stumbling blocks that delayed the creation of the 
PCA. One was the bureaucratic red tape involved in 
setting it up, the other was a fight for studeot 
representation. Molinari says "The students fought 
very hard to get 50% representation." 

The problem for students now is to take advantage 
of the fruits of that fight. There was a meeting of the 
PCA last Wednesday, where only four of the fourteen 
members showed up. Membership on the PCA could 

Sunil Weeramantry, Purchase graduate, 
fought for student votes on PeA, and won. 

be an excellent opportunity for students who want to 
learn business. Pat Coughlin, the school's Vice 
President of Finance, says, "It's a business, and I don't 
know how many people on this campus want to learn 
how to run a business. But it's an excellent way for 
students to find out what life is like outside of 
Purchase." Anyone interested in serving on the PCA 
should . contact the Student Senate; it's their 
responsibility to fill the seven seats. In the past year, 
there has only been one student who has been very 
active on the PCA - Steve Wilson, who is currently 
the Board's president. 

Though the PCA takes in a lot of money, the 50% 
representation doesn't mean students can take control 
of the money, and simply dole it out as they please. 
Molinari says, "The students are intelligent people, 
particularly when they recognize their responsibilities. 
All board members would be responsible for the 
PCA's actions." For example, if the PCA opens the 
Followspot, and the liquor license is violated, a 
student on the PCA could be sued. 

Also, the PCA is not free from the President's veto 
power. If he feels the PCA's actions are irresponsible, 
President Grebstein can , as Molinari . says, "do 
anything he pleases." 

The PCA is now attempting to set up a procedure 
for soliciting and deciding upon requests for money 
from around the campus. "The money's for campus 
enrichment, whatever that means," says Molinari. But 
before the PCA can function up to its fullest potential, 
it most become better known, and must have an active 
board, with full representation. As Coughlin says, 
"student representation is absolutely essential." 

Power at 

Purchase 


The formation of the PCA was largely the work ofa 
student, Sunil Weeramantry. Sunil was President of Part One of
the Student Senate when he went to the 
administration, along with another student, John A New Series

Mo6nari, Assistant to the President, 
is also a board member, and a founder. 

Avril, and argued that Purchase needed a way to keep 

The Load, November 17th, 1982 
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Women AndPornography: Two Perspectives 
Speaker Here From
 

Women Against Pornography 

By Beth Schoenholtz 

What is po.rno.graphy? Ho.w do.es it 
affect o.ur culture? Do.rchen Leidho.lt, 
fo.under o.f WAP (W o.men Against 
Po.rno.graphy), and her co.-worker 
Sheila Ro.her lectured and presented a 
slide sho.w at Purchase last week. 

It was a full ho.use in Humanities 
1064. Many o.fthe teachers and students 
attending wasted no. time in flipping 
their no.tebo.o.ks o.pen and writing 
furio.usly as a pertinent idea was 
mentio.ned. 

Sheila Ro.her, a prominent figure in 
the national gay co.mmunity, spo.ke 
first, giving us WAP's definiton o.f 
po.rno.graphy. 

"Porno.graphy is a reflectio.n o.f and a 
vehicle fo.r an ideo.logy o.r a system o.f 
values. This ideo.lo.gy lies at the co.re ofa 
male supremacist culture." Ms. Ro.her 
explained that porno.graphic images of 
wo.men and messages about o.ur 
sexuality are everywhere, and that 
po.rno.graphy is mo.re than a body o.f 
imagery. WAP believes that 
po.rno.graphy bo.lsters a sexual caste 
system which is defined in men wielding 
po.wer o.ver wo.men. 

What are the tenets o.f porno.graphy? 
Leidholt claims that the mo.st important 
one is that women are less than human. 

"We're bodies without intelligence, 
witho.ut emotion, without sensibility, 
witho.ut identity. We're sexual to.ys fo.r 
men to. play with. We're foodstuff fo.r 
men to devour. We are, in po.rno.graphy, 
our sexual parts and nothing mo.re." 

Another tenet o.f porno.graphy, Ms. 
Leidholt explains, is clo.sely related to 
sex ro.les. In pornography, wo.men are 

: 

We think that S and Mis the 
kind ofsexuality that a male 
supremacist culture promotes. 
inherently submissive, exhibitio.nistic 
and maso.chistic. While men are 
inherently do.minant, vo.yeuristic, and 
vio.lent. Another message of 
po.rno.graphy is that wo.men are 
co.mmo.dities to. be bo.ught and so.ld by 
men. 

"We find this in ho.stility to. Lesbians, 
and we find it in fo.rced sterilizatio.n and 
pro.hibitio.n o.f abo.rtio.n. All these are 
ways in which men co.ntro.l wo.men's 
bo.dies. Po.rno.graphy legitimizes this. 
Po.rno.graphy pushes the idea that 
sexuality inherently invo.lves 
do.mination and submissio.n. Well, we 
do.n't think that sexuality inherently 
invo.lves do.minatio.n and submissio.n. 
We think that's ho.w this male
do.minated culture has constructed 
sexuality ... " 

Sheila Ro.her takes up fro.m here to. 
explain ho.w bo.th the Right and Left uSe 
po.rnography as a device in 
so.clallzatlon. _ 

"The Right pro.fesses to. be against 
po.rno.graphy because it threatens the 
very traditio.nal ways they have o.f 
co.ntro.lling wo.men's sexuality; 
marriage and mo.therho.o.d. But the 
Right uses po.rno.graphy to. so.cialize 
their bo.ys and men. They o.penly use 
male institutio.ns like the military, and 
co.vertly, at least in terms o.f being 
hidden fro.m the wo.men, use the 
institutio.n_ o.f po.rno.graphy to. train their 
bo.ysand men in impo.rtant male values. 

The Left really rejects the institutio.ns 
o.f Church and family. They pro.duce its 
po.rno.graphy to. so.cialize bo.th men and 
wo.men. Many o.f tho.se in the Left tend 
to. present thems'elves as radicals and 
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revo.lutio.naries. They see themselves as 
"being very much o.utside the 

Establishment. They o.ften go. so. 'far as 
to. launch a fundamental attack o.n the 
values held by the Establishment." 

Ro.her states that. WAP lo.o.ks at 
po.rno.graphy very differently fro.m the 

. Right and the Left. They see 
pornography as images o.f sexualized 
dominance and submissio.n where fo.rce 
and-po.wer a~e co.nnectc:.d with sexuality. 

"We think there are ways o.f having 
sex," Declared Ms. Leidho.lt. "We think 
that Sand M is the kind o.f sexuality 
that a male supremacist culture is 
promo.ting." 

But what abo.ut peo.ple who enjo.y 
sado.maso.chism in their sexual 
relatio.nships? What , if consenting 
partners cho.o.se to. have dominance and 
submissio.n as a basis fo.r a sexual 
relatio.nship? Is that ~ro.ng to. W AP? 
Do.es WAP expect ' to. change the 
patriarchical structure·of o.ur culture by 
eradicating po.rno.graphy? 

In their issued statement entitled 
"Where We Stand On the First 
Amendment and Obscenity," WAP 
spells o.ut their purpose: they are 
pro.testing the physical and . 	 I . 
psyc h 0. Io.glca vlo.lence and the 
degradatio~ o.f women in popular 
.po.rnogr~phy. WAP does not advo.~te 
censonlkip an~ r~spect~ the First 
Amendment stnctures agamst restraints 
on..any torm ot speech. 

... We understand the dangers of 
government regulation o.f speech.
~emi~ist publications a~d contracept-
Ive hte~ature and .devlces are often 
called pornographiC' and o.bscenity 
laws and public nuisance statutes have 
been turned against us in o.ur struggle 
fo.r .Lesbian an~ Gay Rights and freely 
available abortIOnS. We do. not ask o.r 
expect the government to. rid us of 
pornography... " 

It is apparent that WAP is concerned 
about what they believe to. be the 
damaging effects of po.rno.graphy o.n the 
men and women o.f o.ur culture. But 
again: we feel co.mpelled to ask ho.w 
they mtend to slop the pro.ductio.n o.f 
porno.graphy. 

"Conscio.usness raising. By changing 
o.ur attitudes about sexuality, we can 
change the structure o.f society. But sex 
won't change witho.ut first changing 
co.ncio.usness. Sex is part o.f the 
structure o.f society." 

At thi~ po.int in the lecture, the lights 
were sWlthced o.ff and the slide sho.w 
was presented. Album co.vers o.f 
po.p.ular types o.~ music were a prevalent 
subject o.f the slide sho.w. The first slide 
we saw. was o.f a bi.Ilboard that was a 
pro.mo.tlOnal campaign fo.r the Ro.lling 
Sto.nes' ro.ck gro.up album Black and 
Blue. The billbo.ard was Io.cated o.n the 
Sunset Strip o.f Califo.rnia, The captio.n 
r.ead, "I'm Black and Blue fro.m the 
Ro.lling Sto.nes and I Lo.ve It!" The 
drawing o.n the billbo.ard was o.f a 

, wo.~an sitting in a chair, tied up, having 
o.bvlo.usly been brutalized because o.f 
the bruises aro.und her legs and arms 
and her hands were tied to.gether. 

"I think this sho.ws just ho.w 
legitimate po.rno.graphic messages and 
images o.f wo.men have been in o.ur 
culture. This is o.ne · o.f the central 
messages o.f po.rno.graphy: that wo.men 
naturally, inherently enjo.y sexual 
vio.lence." (Leidho.lt) 

Next we see a Vogue magazine 
advertizement o.f a wo.man's jumpsuit. 

Lontinued on Page 6 

Amber Hollibaugh Presents 

An Alternative To W AP 


By Dinah Gieske 

and Kathleen Abrams 


The sign said' "An alter t' 
. na Ive
perspective o.n pornography" Th 
Wo.men Against Po.rno~raph; 
presentatio.n last week was so effective 
and convincing; what wo.uld be an 
alternative perspective? Wo.uld a 
feminist actually advocate porno.graphy 
as good for wo.men? 

Amber Hollibaugh's talk 
evo.cative and also quite convinc7n~~ 
Neither Women Against Pornograph 

y 

Central to her argument is the 
belief that while we may find 
these· 'ffi' he

Images oJJenslve, t Y 
must be allowed to exist. 

no.r Hollibaugh advocate a culture 
which exploits or degrades women. But 
Hollibaugh also emphasizes that 
degrading pornographic images as well 
as advertising images which portray 
wo.men as stupid and concerned with 
trivial issues are equally insidio.us. 
Central to her argument is the belief 
that while we may find these images 
offensive, they must be allo.wed to. exist. 

Hollibaugh grounds her perspective 
in the belief that sex and sexual 
relatio.nships are po.wer relatio.nships, 
and that the exchange o.fpo.wer has a lo.t 
to. do. with what we find ero.tic. Po.wer 
she maintains, is no.t inherently evii 
because men use and abuse it; feminists 
have a right to. reinterpret po.wer, and 
we must allo.w o.urselves the right to. 

I . 	 . 

-

take or reliriquish power. Our 
relationship to power can change. ". 
want to redistribute power. I walllI 	 t h d 'f" .. 
peop e 0. ave a I lerent relationship
to.po.wer,I.wantpeopleto..have~herighl 
to. P?wer 10 ~ex~al r~~atlOnshlps, aDd 
the ng?t to give It up. . 

DeSire., she. states, IS a very 
empo.wenng fc:eling, and we should D~ 
~pply.a moralJudgementtothatordeny 
Its e~lstence. 

Imtially, . she relates, t.he women', 
mo.vement set about to discover what 
was pornography, and what was the 
feminist relationship to. it. What WIlt 

discovered about women's sexuality 
~as t?~t. many w?~en had endured 
msensltlvlty and pam 10 men's arms; SCI 
"was not pretty," as Hollibaugh states. 
Wo.men tended to fo.cus on the 
oppressed nature o.f their sex lives, and 
the reaction to that was a return to the 
values o.f.t~e.ir parents' generation, and 
a ro.mantlclsmg of sex. A dichotomyd 
go.od sex and bad sex arose. 
Po.rno.graphy fell under the "bad" 
cat~go.ry, as a pro.duct of a mysogynistic 
society, and the discussio.n of what 
women fo.und erotic quickly came to be 
very narro.wly defined. 

Accepting that porno.graphic images 
~nd sexual accessories can be a tum-OD 
IS a central aspect o.f Hollibaugh's 
ar~ment. ~s pro.ducts o.f· a maifl. 
o.nent~d. so.clety, wo.men aren't SUR 

what It IS that turns them o.n and why. 
Po.rno.gr~p~y a~d i~s meaning in I 
myso.gymstlc so.clety IS a co.mplex issue, 
and that meani?g is very imp~rtant to 
explo.re. Hol)lbaugh advo.cates a 

Contmued on Page 6 
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Next Tuesday, November 23, is the 
application deadline for the 
position of Editor-Writer of the 1983 
Student Handbook~ The job is a paid 
internship. Call or visit the 
Publications Office, Humanities basement 
0059-0062, x. 5071. Go for it! 

http:explo.re
http:cat~go.ry
http:insidio.us
http:Leidho.lt
http:witho.ut
http:cho.o.se
http:Leidho.lt
http:institutio.ns
http:institutio.ns
http:witho.ut
http:witho.ut
http:ideo.lo.gy
http:no.tebo.o.ks
http:Leidho.lt
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IThe Buckley Interview 
Continued From Pace 1 

lie true nature of political threats. The 
pernment at this time is headed by a 
JIll who is very aware of that threat. 
1he successive government,"I have no 
41111bt, will have been influenced 
CODSiderably by the pacifist sentiment 
aad the sentiment of unilateral 
iarmament which does abound. I 
doD't yet find it critical. I don't predict 
dill it will be critical in the years ahead. 

De you thinJc there is a rise oj socilliist 
Wmcks ","ong Americans? 

Normally when that question is asked 
ia America, it has to do with a function 
rl government. If the public sector 
kcomes larger and larger and larger it 
k neccessary that the private ~ector 
diminishes and you have progressive 
IOCialism. I would think it correct to say 
tbat there has been a perception among 
Americans that the government cannot 
Kt'Omplish certain things. 

For instance you do not feel as keenly 
DOW as you did five years ago a lobby for 
JOCialiring medicine. At the same time 
Ibc forward inertia of government has 
made it very difficult to arrest. We can 
DOW say in favor of Reagan one thing, 
aDd against him anoth~. 

In favor of him, that '<luring the last 
2years we have seen the first period in 
Mnty years in which the goverpment 
bas not initiated new programs. At the 
IICptive level, is the fa~t that Reagan, in 
constant dollars, has p[obably spent 
more than Carter had announced he 
lIS going to spend. There are several 
RlSons for this. One is the forward 
ilcrlia [told you abou(,the second is the 
ilflationary nature of the entitlement 
programs. 
Do you thinlc that freeilom in America 
" lessening under the current 
.a.;,,;Jtration~ " 

I think there is as much freedom in 
America as "there is probably anywhere 
else in the world. Americans have a very 
hip overhead of government. We are 
lip around forty percent. Forty perecent 
of the GNP is taken by the government. 

There has been a perception 
among Americans that the 
government can't accomplish 
certain things. 

There is total political freedom in 
America. I can't think of many things I 
couldn't. do in Switzerland that I can do 
bcre if I was a citizen. So I think you are 
measuring millimeters when you 
compare the freedom here and the 
freedom in Switzerland. There is no 
question that we are vastly ahead of the 
peat socialist powers in the exercise of 
{RedOIn. 

I can't think of any freedoms that the 
current administration has sought to 
tepeal with the single exception that you 
lie no longer free to disclose the identity 
ot. hidden member of the CIA in.$uch a 
way as to endanger his life. ' 

...do utnmist JrOIIPS, IiU the Neo
iNaIa, Communists, and " the Jewish 
..,..Utlg., tdJect tire mtlinstream 

A..an t/tou,ld?l'v~ alwqs bHn 
'..".Wat IIow these ".oups CIIII co
"., .. tMSIIIfW COUll"". 

I don't think it is. significant. 
CcrtaiDly not two of the three you 
IllCltioned. The Communists of coune 
arc a part of the international 
IppII'Iltus. And under the circum
.... they have echo chamben of 
.., own wWch are considerable. If a 
0IDtJal decision were made in Moscow 
IOaipt to " declare that you ' are a 
COIIIiderable threat to America, tbe very 
lid of thtir making that decision would 
p.e you a tcertain notoriety and a 
CIIItIin "diffICUlty as a result of these 
ao cbambefS that I speak of. 

In tlie case of the Nazis, I don't think 
they have grown, and the Jewish 
Defense League I think is less powerful 
now than they were seven or eight years 
ago. And it wasn't particularly powerful 
then. It is discredited also in Israel. 

The last time I heard, the count the 
Neo-Nazis was in tM vicinity of 2,500. 
So you always have what you call in 
,America the "lunatic fringe." You've 
had the KKK, which was much more 
numerous forty years ago than they are 
now. Under George Lincoln Rockwell, 
the Neo-Nazis reached 2,500 or 
something like that. I just don't think 
you're discussing significant political 
phenomena. 

Why do you think the ideas ojMarxism 
are so appealing to a lot ojAmericans? 

History foritifies the claims of 
capitalism and the private sector. The 
idealistic imposotors of Marxism 
continue to strike a great number of 
people. Especially in Latin America and 
the Third World it is appealing. In part, 
because it suggests a kind of 
instantaneous wealth, the even 
distribution of which they mistakenly 
believe will make the poorer richer. 

A mtln I interviewed in Detroit said that 
one day, the blacks would riu up, and 
start a revolution in this country. He 

said he would talre a gun, and start 
killing. He said thal he hoped a bomb 
would be dropped, and would kill the 
people who deserved it, the Reagan 
government, because he Jelt they are K u 
Klux Klansmen. 

Tbe dim-witted have always been 
with us. Always you're going to find 
somebody who believes that the idea 
that a nation should be strong is 
increasing rather than decreasing the 
chances of warfare. We have found 
twice in this century already that exactly 
the opposite is true. France and 
England found out that exactly the 
opposite is true. God knows that 
Czechoslavakia knows that. Still, you 
always find people that feel, like 
Ferdinand the Bull, that if you grow 
only daisies rather than a certain 
number of bayonets people would leave 
you alone. The fact of the matter is that 
historically tbey don't. That is why we 
have things like Berlin Walls, to keep 
people who are seeking to escape from 
tyranny from going where there is no 
tyranny. 

A man I talIred to in Montana said that 
the government is succumbing to 
"crHping socialism." He was terrified 
by that idea. 

There is a cooling towards the notion 
that the government should accept 

The Schwab Interview 

Continued From Page 1 

stay the course. 
I think too that in some ways 

capitalism is undergoing a real change, 
that you have the smokestack industries 
in places like Indiana, Pennsylvania, 
Michigan, parts of New York, which are 
never going to recover fully from this 
recession. There really is a movement to 
different parts of the country in terms of 
the economy, to Arizona, New Mexico, 
California. The whole computer 
economy. And it seems to me, in terms 
of this election too, that a lot of people 
voted that way and did not vote for 
smokestack industries, and did not vote 
for a resurrection of the Democrats. 

The Democrats offered no alternative 
in this election. One of the reasons the 
Democrats did as poorly as they did is 
that they have no viable program to 
offer the people who wanted to vote 
against Reagan. 

That's one thing we heard about 
Cuomo. People would say thllt he was 
just "more oj thesa~, " and that's why 
'they didn't vote Jor him. 

Well, I thought that given Lehrman's 
program, that he ought to have lost 
quite handily. I think that Lehrman's 
program would have been a disaster for 
the state, which has a lot of public 
responsibility, a lot of public 
institutions, municipal hospitals, public 
education,and so forth. The fact that he 
came awfully close, really, to winning, 
strikes me as partly coming about 
because Cuomo had no real programs. 
He was really just criticising Lehrman. 
And secondarily, it's also an indication 
of how close the Republicans came to 
doing much better in fact than they did, 
across the country. 

How do you Je~/llbouJ Cuomo? 
I think Cuomo's a terrific guy, I think 

he will make a 1,000% better governor 
than Lehrman. I think given his history 
with tbe state, his recognition of 
political responsibility that the state 
has, that he'll make afar, far better 
governor. This doesn't mean he won't 
have problems, but I think that he'll 
deal with them in a much more humane 
way, a much more fiscally respoQsible 
way, than would have Lehrman. I think 
that Lehrman was very interested in 
privat-izing the public economy. 

Would you deJine the political mood in 
this country as being conservative? 

I think that there has been, generally, 
since the first Nixon election, a move to 
the right in the United States. I think the 
move to the right has been to some 
degree tempered by this election, but I 
would by no means say that the 
Conservative movement in the states 
has really altered. 

A Iso, it seems that there's not as much 
oj a generation gtip the$e days. There 
didn't seem to be a strong liberal youth 
"movement in this election. 

When I said that the country is 
continuing to remain conservative, that 
takes into consideration a number of 
groups of people; the young, middle 
class, and blue collar workers, to a great 
degree (even though some of them have 
shifted because of the economy). 

Do you think that Reagan's policies 
limit Jreedom in this country? 

I certainly think it limits economic 
freedom. You're talking about a 
presidential administration that deals 
with the question of high intere!it rates 

When those people vote 
Republican, you know they 
are voting against their own 
interests. 

and inflation, on the backs of the 
unemployed. We see the creation of 
more and more unemployment for the 
benefit of lower interest rates. So I think 
certainly for those people who are out of 
work, and in a severe state of 
depression, clearly it " limits their 
freedom. They're out of work, and "have 
no money. This is not a recession. Tbere 
are parts of the country tbat are in 
absolutely severe depression, as bad as 
it was fortY yean ago. 

Why, then, do you tJrinIc LMmuua was 
tIbIe to ctm')' Erie Collllty, wher~ tlrere U 
II dt:pres.d slHI iIIdustry? 

I was very'surprised at that. What I 
see in that is that many people, even 
some of those who are unemployed, 
were willing to give the Republican 
Party a chance to see if in fact they will 
deal with the problems tbat they say 
they will deal with. It strikes me tbat 

more and more power. But this is not a 
struggle that is won on Tuesday for all 
time. The same struggle pops up again 
in a different form. So it is a continuous 
struggle. The orthodox way of phrasing 
it is "eternal vigilance is the price of 
everybody." 

Can you tell me about OM moment 
when you realized how grateJul you 
were to be an American! 

I always feel very strong about being 
an American when I visit a totalitarian 
country. I was in China ten days ago. 

Or when I read a book by somebody 

The dim-witted have always 
been with us. 

who has experienced totalitarianism. 
The notion that one can read the Gulag 
Archipelago, or Butterfield's book on 
China without being profoundly 
thankful to Am'erica for protecting us is 
to me very difficult. It is very difficult in 
America to find anybody who has spent 
any time in the Soviet Union who isn't 
both anti-Soviet and grateful to 
America, because they know the 
differential. 

I've been to the Soviet Union four 
times. I never went to Gulag. A tourist is 
99% safe from the kind of harrassments 
indigenous to Russians. 

within the last 30 years or so, this is the 
most acute case of people voting against 
their own interest, particularly people in 
smokestack industries, where " there is 
huge unemployment. 

When those people vote Republican, 
you know they are voting against their 
own interests, and are not clear about 
their own interests. 

Do you -think it's mainly economics 
that's deciding their vote, or do you 
think that issues like the death penalty 
had a lot to do with how people voted? 

It may have been so in New York. I 
'have no doubt that the issue of crime, 
and the death penalty in New York was 
a variable. Across the country, I would 
say that issues like nuclear disarmament 
were very peripheral issues. The central 
issue was the economy. 

How would you explain the Jact that 
93% oj blacks voted Jor Cuomo over 
Lehrman? 

They recognized their own interests. 
Reagan's policy has been an absolute, 
unmitigated disaster for blacks and 
minorty groups, and working class 
whit~s . 
It seems that in the early seventies, there 
wasn't as broad a distinction bdween 
Democrats and Republicans. With 
people like Reagan, andLehrmtln, there 
is a really radical type oj 
Republicanism, ~ 
" I think there L. ;-e always two 
Republican parties and two Democratic 
patties . There was always a 
conservative and a liberal wing within 
"each patty. It's true in the past that there 
'was a belief that there wasn't much 
difference between the two parties. In a 
large, ideological sense, that may be so. 
But it seems to .me, particularly in this 
election, that in a very political sense, 
there is a difference. The Republican 
Party is intent on creating 
unemployment to solve the problems of 
interest rates and inflation, whereas the 
Democratic Party, because of its 
involvement with unions, and because 
of its historical involvement with 
worken, would not choose to solve 
their problems in this way at all. 

Wlult ty~ ojprop"'" do you think tIr~ 


Dnrwcrtltl""~ ,oIn,to Iuzv~ to co,.up 

with? 
" Well, it must take into consideration 

COlI...... 08,... 11 
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WAP Speaker 

Continued From Pale 4 

The photograph "is of a inan clutching a unresponsive woman needs." (Leidholt) 
woman's arm and his hand is positioned When the slide show was over, the 
as if he'd just slapped her across the lights were switched on and a heated 
face. Her face is contorted in apparent discussion ensued between the audience 
pain, but her arms are at her sides as if and the speakers. A male member ofthe 
she is passively allowing herself to be audience felt that the slide show was 
battered. .anti-male. 

"This trivializes and glamorizes a "There are ads that exploit men by 
very serious issue in our culture: showing just body shots ofthem. I think 
wife beating. This is supposed to be a you should've showed more of the 
couple on their honeymoon." Ms. exploitation of men. And sort of in 
Roher and the audience laughed defense of Playboy, it's been responsible 
simultaneously at this remark. for a lot of sexual freedom in this 

Another album cover that we saw country." 
is'Choice Cuts by The Pure Food and Ms. Leidholt responded ... 
Drug Act. What we see is a woman's "The . centerfold captures what 
naked rear end on a butcher block Playboy is about. Playboy's philosophy 
portrayed as a slab of meat. Her skin is is that women are to be treated as 
branded with the w9rds, "Choice CQts." playthings and that the underlying 

"There is the important point here values about women's sexuality in this 
that The Pure Food and Drug Acfllftas society is that women are supposed to 
certified, branded their approval of this get the attention of men by being 
piece of ass. And again that notion that playtnings or sexual objects." 
we're pieces of ass to be rated by men, A comment was shouted from the 
approved by men, is really a major audience ... 
theme in pornography." (Roher) "I think that you're imposing your 

There were many Qther themes 01 ideas on society just as patriarchy 
popular p.ornography that were does!" 
presented in the slide show. There was A member of the audience asked if it 
"hard-core child pornography, women would be acceptable to WAP if a 
acting ~s victimizers (an example ofthis pornographic image contained a 
is an album cover on which a man is equally undressed man and woman. 
kissing a woman, and she is "If it were showing explicit sexuality 
simultaneously stabbing his back with a but there was no dominance and 
knife). There were images of women as submission, and there wasn't 
foodstuff with fruits and vegetables and · objectification, that would fall under 
various other foods surrounding their our definition of erotica. We wouldn't 
sexual parts. There was a voyeuristic have any problem with that kind of 
image of a man watching · Lesbians image at all." 
engaged in sexual activity (it was The slide show presentation and the 
implied by the arrangement of this lecture caused a lot of different feelings 
particular photograph that the man in in the audience members. These are 
the photo was responsible for setting up s~me of the reactions of some Women's 
the sexual encounter). A Playboy Studies students: 
cartoon represented a woman in a job "My first reaction was anger! The 
interview. She was 	lying on the floor claim that pornography causes the 
naked and had an empty, questioning 	 women anoppression of is not only
expression on her face. Her physical extraordinarily simplistic view, it's 
proportions were exaggera~d, and the naive. I felt that many of their 
employer was having sex with her. ,The viewpoints were without any
caption read, "Does this mean I got the intellectual or academic backing. Then I 
job?" "Pornography lies about women's was extremely hurt. Their claim that in 
sexuality. In pornography you would order to be a feminist one must believe 
think that the thing that turns women in their ideologies, 	is very dangerous. 
on more than anything is a brutal fuck; Dangerous enough to Cause a split in the 
either with a penis 	or a fist or a large feminist movement." Jill Becker 
dildo. And this is what a sexually 

~ 
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"I thought it was interesting and Not to say that the threat of violence 
educational. I left with an uneasy isn't real for women, but there is a 
feeling, though. There was something difference between reality and fantasy. 
wishy-washY about the whole thing. It WAP never considers what turns 
was sort of like they were trying to cover women on and why. 
themselves at both ends. I got the feeling Robin Feldman 
that they would like . there to be "Sure, pornonography in its mOil 
censorship, but they were trying to brutal form, reflects and reinforces the 
protect themselves 	by using the First patriarchy; so much is misogynist but 
Amendment." the W AP's approach is overly simplistic

Beth Rabinowitz and intolerant of other feminist views. 
"WAP is a group of women who believe There other tactics of censorship and 
that they are going to save the world dragging people through the mud and 
with their theories about pornography labeling their non-adherents as anti
and sexuality. Their slide show which feminist, is dangerus and echoes of 
was filled with images of violence and McCarthYism." 
pain, served to play on women's fears. Kathleen Abrams 

Hollibaugh -----
Continued FromPaae 4 

dialogue with ourselves and our mysogyny are deep. Censorship and 
partners on that issue. Guilt and moral denial puts pornography and all other 
dilemmas over what is politically "deviant" sexual behavior, including 
incorrect or "wrong" in our sexual lives homosexuality, back in the closet, in the 
only serves to break down and limit realm of "bad" sex. Shame over our 
important dialogue. Censorship serves sexual desires, needs, and erotic feelings 
the same ends, and without an open sends us right back to the McCarthyera 
dialogue, there can be no growth when anything beyond the heterosexual 
towards a less exploitative society. missionary position model was deviant 

Hollibaugh states clearly that she and guilt ridden. 
"does not support what is mysogynist, Consent plays a crucial role in 
racist, classist, female hating, degrading Hollibaugh's theory. Dominating or 
to woman in pornography .. J don't ever submitting to a sexual partner requim 

. . " 	 clearly established limitations and I 

consensual agreement. The main point
Shame over our sexual is that the situation is in the control of 
desires, needs, and eroitc both partners and begins and ends at 

their consent. feelinys send us right back 
The issues are immenselyto the McCarthy era. 

complicated. Hollibaugh revealed that 
there are no easy answers. There is no 

want to be in the position where I definitive feminist vs. anti-feminist 
defend that which oppresses me. There position on pornography as yet. Rath~, 
is nothing defensable about parts of a dialectic among feminists is imminent 
pornography." But the issue for her is and necessary. Hollibaugh gave lIS 

much more complex than that. "When food for thought in her 2 hour talk, She 
you don't differentiate between the was informative, insightful and sincere, 
mysogynist in an image, and the right and gave many of us hope for a fliture 
for the image to exist, you've blurred open to a fruitful discussion on a 
things in a very dangerous fashion." complex and painful issue that is 

Eradicating pornography will not causing one of the major rifts in the 
stop women hating, for the roots of feminist movement today. 
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Previews and reviews of performances,·FOCUS 
exhibits. records. and books· 

The Good Pers()~ Of Larry Kornfeld 

By David Schwartz 

The first thing to say about Larry 
Kornfeld's The Good Person ofSetzuan 
is that it is, indeed, Larry Ko;n!eld's 
The Good Person of Setzuan.Every 
element of this powerful, stylized piece, 
from the often Kabuki-like acting to the 
absorbing theater-in-the-round staging, 
10 the wonderfully executed "junkyard 
world" design of the play, comes from 
what feels to be a single,mind and heart, 
• strong directorial concept. The 
production· is not unflawed, but we are 
lalking of flaws on a high level, 
interesting ones which raise questions of 
bow to deal with Brecht's epic theater 
today. 

H it is indeed Kornfeld's directorial 
ability that inspired the high level of 
work from both the Junior Actors and 
Ibe Design Tech department, than it is a 
downright shame that The Good 
Person is the last play he'll be directing 
here. The college has not found the 
money to keep him on, and Kornfeld 
will be going to Yale in January. 

Brecht's parable play, written during 
the war years of 1938-42, calls for an 
abstract style. Exploring the ideas of 
good and evil in an imperfect world, this 
tale of three gods who descend to Earth 
in search of a good person, is set in a 
"half-Europeanized" Chinese city of 
Setzuan, and has overtones of Greek 
Tragedy, Oriental Theater, and 
Christian Drama. It is a purely 
Brechtian idea play, its Oriental setting 
and its culminating courtroom scene 
creating the atmosphere for a somewhat 
distanced philosophical drama. 

It is, as directed by Kornfeld, a larger
than-life allegory where standard 
notions of three-dimensional, 
dramatized characters are broken 
down. Which is fitting. The play centers 
around Shen Teh, and Shui Ta, a good
hearted prostitute, and a ruthless 
businessman, respectively, who turn out 
to be the same person. Shen Teh is an 
"angel of the slums," and the Setzuan 

• 

George Feaster as Yang Sun, a disillusioned pilot, is a ma,! torn by manypassions, 
in one of the f!lmost dimensional, richest performances In The Good Person. 

she liVes in is seen as a kind of grotesque &teal the show. Made from thrift shop 
artoon. With their movements ana clothes, junk, and garbage, many of the 
speech given in rhythm, or in costumes are unforgettable; Shui Ta's 
counterpoint, to live percussion, the large plastic head, with green eyes, the 
actors become broad, loud gods' headresses with spray painted 
manifestations of greed, meanness, and tape reels, and gear-shaped cut outs, 
self-pity. and Shu Fu's bright blue and white 

Mr.tching the playfullness of the pants, are among the most memorable. 
acting is the playfullness of the The production revolves around the 
QOItUmes, by David Sylvester, which Shen reh/ Shui Ta chiuacter played by 

'Hot Fuckin' Jorma' 

In Concert ·Here 


By Timothy McDarrah 
The mercury may have dipped below 

the freezing mark last Wednesday night, 
but inside Theatre A, it was hot fuckin' 
Jorma. 

Jonna K.aukonen, former Jefferson 
Airplane and Hot Tuna guitarist played 
a 2-hour, 17-song solo set in the Center 
for the Arts last week in the General 
Programming Committee's first major 
concert in two years. 

Dressed in black jeans, boots and a 
Paradise (Boston's Bottom Line) tee 
shirt cutto show parts of his chest, back, 
and arm tattoos, Jorma played an 
uninspired, but tight set of songs, 
ranging from crowd pleasing favorites 
from his Airplane days, such as 
Watersong, to such Jorma standards as 
Hesitation Blues, I am the Light of This 
World, and Death Don't Have No 
Mercy. 

Jorma made I I switches between his 
four electric guitars. When questioned 
after the show why there was no 
acoustic, as had been advertised, he 
said, "That's just the way it is, man." 
Kaukonen was obviously drugged up 
for the show, as was a good part of the 
audience. Hallucenogenics notwith
standing, the show was punctured by 
audience cries of "Hot Fuckin' Tuna," . 
"Jorma! Jorrna!" and "Tum it the hell 
up!" 

J orma rarely made eye contact or 
spoke to the crowd, using the limited 
mental capacity he still has to play his 
guitar, which by anyone's appraisal; he 
still does extremely well. 

Eric Anderson, a noted guitarist, 
singer, songwriter, and pianist in his 
own right, opened the evening. .A 
Woodstock veteran, Anderson, in his 
45-minute set, played off the crowd 
more, and commented at one point th·at 

he feft like he was "violating a virgin" by 
playing in Theatre A, a far cry from the 
standard rock clubs where he usually 
performs. 

Unfortunately, there was a problem 
with the sound system, and the vocals 
were barely audible for a good portion 
of the audience; especially disappointed 
were the people with tape recorders, a 
healthy percentage of the crowd. The 
music was loud, although not always 
clear. The lighting, althouglt simple, 
wase creditably done by the regular 
design tech and VA crew who work the 
auditorium. 

While the show may have been a 
success artistically, it was a flop 
financially. According to Tony 
Kliphuis, the Senate Vice President of 
Finance, there were 599 paid 
admissions in the 1,350 seat theatre, 
which translates to a $1,000 loss for the 
Senate. The break even point was 
approximately 800 tickets sold. 
Kliphuis attributes the loss to poor 
planning and pUblicity. He explained 

. that there were less than two weeks 
' between the show date and when the 

Nancy Wolfe. She successfully created a 
character who we felt was the only good 
hearted person in all of Setzuan, but not 
a pure good. It is a world where being 
good is suicidal, and Shen Teh must be 
strong, pragmatic, and capable of 
ruthlessness. 

The most dimensional, richest 
performance was George Feaster's. As 
Yang Sun, a disillusioned airline pilot, 
who falls in love with Shen Teh, he is a 
man torn by many passions. He is 
selfish, loving, heroic, cowardly, 
ambitious, and despairing. The scene in 
the park, where he is saved from 
hanging himself by Shen Teh, was the 
richest, most moving in the play. 

Among the best supporting 
performances were Deborah Laufer, as 
a delightfully wicked Mrs. Shin, with 

Brecht's parable play, written 
during the war years 1938-42, 
calls for an abstract style. 

overtones of the witch in The Wizard of 
Oz. MatthewdeGannon, Brian Foyster, 
and Vernon Bush, were fine as the 
bemused, weary trio of gods in search of 
their good person. 

If it is hard to single out 
o performances, it is because this is a real 
~ ensemble piece. It creates an image of a 
li{' miserable, grotesque worti. Perhaps 
i"there is a weakness in this production's
!i conceptualization, in the relative lack of 
N . variety in the acting. The web of social 

complexities and choices that Brecht 
portrays seems to call for a hierarchy 
and mixture of acting styles. It is- a 
difficult type of theater, where mystery 
meets intellect, and where realism meets 
artifice. Credit goes to Kornfeld's 
direction, an energetic, non-cliched 
acting job from the Juniors, and 

impeccable work from the Design 
Technology department for creating a 
unified, thoroughly absorbing 
.production. 

formalities were iro'ned out, because of 
the limited number of dates that both 
Jorma and the theatre had available. 
The Greg Allman Band; the GPC's 
alternate choice, had better dates 
available, including weekends, but the 
only time that both the theatre and one 
of the bands was free was last 
Wednesday. 

Jorma's fee for the evening was a 
reasonable $1,400, and the GPC 
thought they could sell enough tickets 
to defray the costs of the concert, which 
include the performer's fee, with rider 
for backstage goodies (alcohol, food) 
and theatre overhead (security, crew, 
etc.). They were wrong, said Kliphuis. 
He continued to say that the lost money 
would come from the concert line on the 
budget, now at roughly $2,000 for the 
semester, and that next semester's 
major concert, if there was one, would . 
be "planned much further ahead," and 
the Senate and the GPCwould "choose 
the performer much more carefully." 
Part of the poor ticket sales were:. 
attributed to the fact that Jorma wasn't 
"appropriate music" for Purchase. 
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later iiilOtner jazz revolution erupted, By definition you cut out most of /ht 
this time led by Ornelte Colman, Albert avant-garde of the sixties and seventies.Talking With Ayler, and John- Coltrane? Could be. This is what I'm telling you 

Dexter Gordon 

By John Gray 

Dexter Gordon gave a concert here 
last month. Our reporter, John Gray, 
saw the concert, -and had a brief 
interview with Dexter afterwards. 

It is said that even if Dexter Gordon 
isn't at his best, he is better than most. 
This night was no exception to that rule. 
Even though the drive which animates 
much of his best playing seemed 
missing, he was still able to deliver more 
than a taste of his tenor genius. His 
codas on the standards"As Time Goes 
By,"and "Body and Soul". were instant 
classics, gems of improvisation which 
held the audience rapt with attention. 
Magnificent tones emerged from the 
bell of Dexter's horn, ringing, and then 
hanging in the air, drifting and 
diminishing. Such magic deserves 
recognition and it was given in the form 
of a standing ovation. An encore, of 
Dexter's theme song "LTD" closed out 
the concert, and as the crowd dispersed, 
I found myself dowl1.$tairs with the man 
himself, speaking about a life in the 
Bebop business. 
Question: A lot of critics have talked 
about what they thought the "real" 
intent o/Bebop was during the 1940's. 
Some have taken it as a radical musical 
statement rife with social and political 
overtones. Others have seen it as simply 
a rebellion against the musical strictures 
ofthe Swing music which preceeded it. I 
was wondering what your feelings are. 

Gordon: Well, I don't think it's that 
black and white. You see, we were a new 
generation, right? We're coming up 
after the Swing musicians, etc., that era. 
So we're coming in with something 
more involved, more developed, I mean 
the ideas and so forth. Also our social 
sense was a little more adamant than 
perhaps what had been going on before. 
D.J. Phil Schaap retells a great story 
about a rehearsal the Cootie Williams 
band of the early 40's called for the 
benefit ofa young pianist, Bud Powell. 
Bud, later to become a leading Bebop 
pianist, was asked to play the band's 
theme, "Echoes of Harlem," which 
called for a sust,ained, repeating piano 
vamp. Instead, he kept playing his own 
ideas. He was told '~solos come later." 
The band was wondering whether he 
could read at all. Bud told the leader, 
"Man if you think Fm gonna play that 
corny stuff over, you got another thing 
coming." Do you think such altitudes 
hurt musicians emotionally, or affected 
their playing? 

Well, I mean, those guys were so 
adept, so advanced, that how were you 
going to tell them anything? Someone 
might have said that they didn't 
understand something but you know it 
really wasn't that_bad. There might have 
been alittle reaction on the part of ~he 
people you're speaking about , but that 
wasn't really too predominant. Most of 
the people I kne)V were trying to find 
out, you know, "what's happening, how 
you doing this?" Rather than trying to 
put them (the Bebop leaders, i.e., Dizzy 
Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Bud Powell, 
Max Roach, etc.) down, they were 
trying to find out what they were doing. 

Are you referring to bot~ the musicians 
and the audiences? I ask because there 
are many stories about the resistance 
Bebop met with from many corners. 
One can see this by looking at jazz 
magazines of the time, like Downbeat, 
or Metronome. 

Well, there were some musicians, 
older cats, that got very embarrassed 
because, like I said, we were a new 
generation. We had studied and gone to 
school, we listened to the classic 

The Loa4.tffQft~J.~1882, 

composers, gained some knowledge of 
new music and harmony theory, so our 
viewpoint was more developed than the 
older cats. So there was that little 
friction, of course j but it was so positive 
and so correct really, that there wasn't 
too mt1ch people could really say about 
it. ' 

People,said "you're playing too many 
notes," but all the notes were correct, 
you know, they knew what they were 
doing" it wasn't really too many notes. 
They were really saying something. Bird 

As a matter of fact, Trane (John 
Coltrane) lost me in his last few years. 
Some extensions ... O.K., but to me it 
just went out somewhere where I 
couldn't identify with it any more. I 
always admired him as a saxophonist/ 
musician. An extension he was into 
didn't really mean that much to me, 
though. 

What about others, like Albert Alyer, 
and Archie Shepp? 

Well, Ayler, no. And see, Archie 
Shepp is trying to play Bebop now. 

Now? 

(Charlie Parker) and also -(Thef;;~r~~s) 
Monk, and all the cats, for that matter, 
were very based in the foundation of 
things. What we were doing, we were 
evolving and there wasn't really too 
much people could s~y because 
whatever the cats like Bud (Powell), 
Tadd (Dameron), Fats (Navarro), 
Brownie (Clifford Brown), whoever. .. 
Dizzy ... the shit was correct. They could 
call all the changes. They could read. 
They knew all the harmonics. It was a 
revolution. As we mentioned before it 
was also a social thing. It was a , 
transcendant, giant step! (Dexter 
laughs.) 

After having lived through, , and 
contributed to this revolution what 
were your thoughts when 15 or 20 years 

Yeah, well he was experimenting, 
OK. He's trying to play music now. As 
long as you play music.~.play the right 
changes, the melody, whatever ... 

Do you mean 10 say that the way to play 
music is to play the changes, the 
melody, etc.? 

Yes, of course. How are you going to 
get around that? ' 

Fm not saying that those techniques 
don't need to be learned but are you 
saying that when a player stops playing 
chord changes, he or she stops playing 
"real" musiC. 

Yeah. That's correct ... What are you 
going to play? 

about Archie Shepp and Pharaoh 
Sanders. These last 3 or 4 years, they're 
trying to play the changes, they're trying 
to play the tunes, and I applaud thc'm. 

The feeling I get from the New Jazz 
players of the 60's and 70's is very 
different. During that time there seemed 
to be a lot ofanger andspiritual anguish 
over what was perceived to be wrong 
with the world, and in order 10 express 
those feelings, these players felt a need 
for new techniques. Playing without set 
, chord changes happened to be one 0/ 
those new techniques. 

In that sense, yes. I'm not putting 
anyone down. But I really don't 
approve of people just going out there, 
you or anybody. 

When Ornelte Colman came to New 
York in 1959 the critics accused him, as 
they had Charlie Parker twenty years 
earlier, of "just going out there." This 
led many to dismiss Ornelle as a 
charlatan rather than a serious creative 
artist. What are your feelings? 

When I first met Ornette in Los 
Angeles in 1952 he was trying to play 
like Bird. You could always hear Whllt 

they (Ornette's group) were doing 
though, even when they first came out. 
You could hear the musicianship, ihe 
authenticity, not that I really 
understood it, because I was there and r 
didn't, but they're all musicians. Soevc:u 
if they would go out, which it did of 
course, you could always hear the 
musicianship. Some guys I just could 

. never hear any musici~nshiD. 

At this point we were interrupted by 
Dexter's drummer, Eddie Gladden, and 
the interview came to an end. As we 
walked out, I asked him about 
u~oming engagements and whether or 
not the quartet would be appearing in 
NYC soon. He said that they would be 
at the Village Vanguard this fall, and 
perhaps again, in February. We shook 
hands, and I thanked him for his time. I 
thought about how tiring forty-two 
years on the road must be, even for a 
giant. Then, as I watched Dexter 
walking out the door, I realized for the 
first time how lucky I'd really been. 

THE NEAR EAST 

IN FRENCH PAINTING 
 ORIENfALISM 
1800-1880 IMAGES OF ' ~ FANTASY AND POWER 

IN FRENCH 
19TH-CENTURY ART AN ILLUSTRATED 

LECTURE BY~ DR. LINDA 
~ NOCHLIN 

~: 
Art historian and 
Distinguished Professor at 
CUNY Graduate CentElr 

Sunday, 5 December 
at3pm 

NEUBERGER MUSEUM 'z :State University of New York 
Humanities Building College at Purchase 

914·253·5087 Reception . 
from 4 to 6 pm 
Neuberger Museum 

NEUBERGER MUSEUM 
14 November to 23 December~ State University of New York 

College at Purchase 
914·253·5087 

o ~ Tickets $2.00 for the general public, $1.00 for Members 
of the Friends of the Neuberger Museum and SUNY 
Affiliates. Free for SUNY Purchase faculty. staff, students, 
senior citizens. and disabled persons , 
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Book Review

Vonnegut's Latest: More of the Same 

By A. De... BeU 

To the as yet unborn, to all innocent 
lilps of undifferentiated nothingness: 
falch out for life. 

-Rudy Waltz, Dead-Eye Dick 

What better advice can Rudy Waltz 
,"ufter growing up with a father who 
mistakenly considers himself to be a 
pinter and who mistakenly befriends 
i.dolf Hitler; a mother who develops 
!rain tumors as a result of a radioactive 
mantelpiece; a brother who marries six 
bmeSand is fired as the president of 
SBC; and a hometown which is 
lepopulated by a neutron bomb? What 
lore can poor Rudy say after he 
JCCidentally commits a double murder 
It age twelve, is placed in a cage for 
public display, ruins his family 
financially, remains at home until age 
thirty-five to cook and clean for his 
ttnile parents, premieres a play in New 
York City only to be laughed out of 
town, and finally comes to the 
conclusion that he is a neuter? 
Not much. 
Welcome back to Midland City, 

Ohio; the home of "Dwayne Hoover's 
Exit Eleven Pontiac Village" and the 
'Mildred Barry Memorial Center for 
tbe Arts." Kurt Vonnegut first 
Introduced us to this American 
daydream city in his novel Breakfast of 
rhe Champions. Now, in Dead-Eye 
Dick he returns for another look and 
exposes what was going on in another 
pan of town. Seen through the eyes of 
Rudy Waltz, . alias Dead-Eye Dick, 
Midland City again comes alive in all its 
wonderful, prefabricated Americana. 
Characters from Breakfast of the 
Champions wind in and out of Dead
Eye Dick like familiar faces on , a 
hometown street. At the center of it all 
are the Waltz's, a wealthy eccentric 
fanily living in a converted carriage 
house which resembles Mt. F1ljiayama. 
Otto Waltz, Rudy's father, is a man of 
unfulfilled dreams who sprinkles 
inseed oil and turpentine on the hot air 
~gisters so the house wil smell like a 
bustling artist's studio when guests 
arrive. On the massive easel in the 
fivingroom sits a small incomplete 
sketch. It's been there for twenty years. 

Vonnegut's unique pessimism runs 
throughout Dead-Eye Dick, it is a book 
of unrealized expectations; no one is 
aDom to live happily ever after. 
Except, perhaps, Rudy Waltz who must · 
fin! Jive up all his hopes and 

expectations. Being a neuter helps. 
Rudy as a young man wins a play 
writing contest and his piece is to be 
premiered in Greenwich Village. When 
he tells his elderly father of his desire to 
be a playwright, Otto Waltz responds: 

"What did Odysseus do in order to 
sail by the sirens safely?" he asked me. 

"[ forget," [ said. 
"He did what you must do now, 

whenever anybody tells you that you 
have an artistic gift .EJ any kind," he 
said. "[ only wish myfather had told me 
what [ tell you now. " 

"Sir?" [ said. 
"Plug your ears with wax, my boy 

and lash yourelf to the mast," he said. 
But Rudy goes on and follows his 

play to New York City. The play is titled 
Katmandu and is about an Ohio 
Farmer who travels to Asia in search of 
"Shangri-La." Rudy, like the other. 
characters in "Dead-Eye Dick," is not 
destined to succeed and his play is 
laughed off the stage. He returns to 
Midland City to continue his life as a 
neuter pharmacist. 

He buys a white Mercedes. 

There is nothing new or startling in 
Dead-Eye Dick and if you are familiar 
with Kurt Vonnegut's other works you 
know pretty much what to expect here. 
-If' you have never read Vonnegut this is 
as good a place to start as any. This is 
not to say that Dead-Eye Dick is a bad 
novel; one could say that it is classic 
Vonnegut. The plot is rich and 
intriguing, full of bizarre incidents and 
characters. Vonnegut's cynical, black 
humor is alive and well. The written 
style is still direct and to the point. 
Dead-Eye Dick is a thou roughly 
enjoyable novel. What one expects, 
however, is some new insight; some new 
shift of perspective. It's as if with each 
novel Vonnegut is pushing toward 
something and one hopes each time that 
he will finally do it; say what it is he is 
reaching for. Perhaps it's just hard to 
believe someone can go on living with so 
cynical an attitude as Vonnegut's 
without coming to some positive 
conclusion. If Kurt Vonnegut is indeed 
completely cynical then let's be done 
with it, but if he can finally say that life's 
all as it should be - must be, then let's 
hear it. Maybe he's saving that for the 
time when he writes his last . Until then 
we'll read on, hoping that one day he 
finds an answer to the incongruities of 
life and America. Somewhere, buried 
deep beneath each of Vonnegut's 
novels, is a current of optimism. In 
Dead-Eye Dick it ekes its way through 
in the character of Rudy Waltz whose 
final words are .... .I am happy as I am." 
But in the face of all that has happened 
.this is yet another stringer, another hint 
leading us on; we don't know it 
V onnegut really means it or if he's 
laughing behind our backs. 

So be it. 

Black Artists Festival Reviewed 

By John Gray 

History is a mirror reflecting our past 
,while offering a guide for our future - if 
we choose to examine il carefully. But if 
we ignore it, or walk away, or assume 
that its lessons are so well learned that 
we can now ignore them, we ask for a 
repetition ofpast mistakes. 

-program note to Langston Speaks 
One Wednesday last month I 

happened to walk into a Freshman 
Studies lab. On the stage sat a black 
man and woman. They were speaking 
with a passion about the problems they 
~ad faced and which every black artist 
must face living 

...---------------------

in "homogenized" 


--------_'.inofrmation and interesting anecdotes 


America. They lamented the lack of 
recognition given to black artists and 
their contributions, the lack of jobs, etc. 
and urged all present to fight any 
disillusionment or discouragement with 
,this situation, and keep on fighting to 
right it. They were Woody King, actor, 
writer, filmmaker, and Elizabeth Van 
Dyke, actress; just two of the many 
talents, both living and dead, who I was 
to meet in the next few days. 

This was my introduction to Howard 
Stein's well-planned, informative, and 
unbelievably badly attended 
colloquium on "Black Artists in Black 
and White America." For three days I 
was treated to a wealth of largely new 

The Ohio Ballet will be making it's only Northeastern appearance this 
Saturday, at the Center For The Arts. Among the works are Song 
Without Birds, a ballet about the Holocaust, and a piece by Merce 
Cunningham. Tickets are $5.00 and $4.00 with student 1.0. 
(51.00 rush avaialable fifteen minutes before curtain.) 

about a world I barely knew existed and 
might never have encountered. Theater 
historian and playwright Lofton 
Mitchell, a teacher at SUNY 
Binghamton, lectured impassionedly on 
the contributions of blacks to theater. 
He revealed that as far back as 1821 
there had been attempts to produce 
Shakespeare as well as original works 
by members of the Mrican Grove 
Theater. Unfortunately though, their 
work was cut short when white 
hoodlums burnt down their theater. 

This type of treatment was nothing 
new to African-Americans of the time, 

. though. One need only look at the case 
of Ira Aldrich, the great Shakespearean 
actor. Unable to work in America, 
Aldrich traveled to England and 
became the greatest star, black or white, 
of the European theater of the 1820's or 
1830's. His portrait now hangs in 
Stratford-on-Avon, the home of 
Shakespeare, and in Moscow, the home 
of Stanislavsky, there sits a chair. In 
America ... ? 

Actor Earle Hyman, now appearing 
in Ibsen's A Doll's House with the Yale 
Q pnprinr" T'hp?tpr 1" 1\1P1'I1 J.f ~'VP'" 'h~r1 ~ 

similar tale to tell. Due to an almost 
non-existent job market for black 
classical actors, Hyman ventured to 
Norway in 1963 where he learned the 
language and became, like Ira Aldrich, 
a star. He go~s back frequently, partly 
out of his love for the country and partly 
because in this country there are s\:ill 
quite a few directors, producers, and 
critics who think that a black actor in 
classics other than Othello unbalances 
the aesthetic. This idea brings up a ve'ry 
interesting question, though. Ifa role is ' 
written for a human being, not 
specifically designated as either white or 
black, why shouldn't an accomplished 
actor like Roscoe Lee Brown, James 
Earl Jones, Robert Hooks, Earle 
Hyman, Gloria Foster, Ruby Dee, etc., 
be allowed to play it? 

Bill Branch, playwright and film/TV 
consultant, spoke on the transitions 
which have occured in the last fifty years 
or so regarding the role of blakcs in 
American theater. He traced the history 
from Uncle Tom plays like The Hot 
Mikado and The Swing Mikado, 
schlock version of Gilbert and 
Sullivan's The Mikado, which utilized 
blacks but ignored their blackness, to 
his own experiences in Anna Lukasta, a 
play which marked a change in 
consciousness for black artists as they 
started to object to these stereotyped 
roles. Branch's own Medal for Willie, 
produced in 1951, was one of those first 
attempts at changing the hlack man's 
image in the theater. 

This attempt was only part of what 
Branch views as a much larger struggle, 
for he sees not just the dignity of the 
artist at stake but the total image of the 
black man. He doesn't believe in "art for 
art's sake," and views those who would 
separate social and political concerns 
from artistic ones as fundamentally 

r",_~_ ....~ n.., WI..... t., 
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ACA E s 
Thursday 25
Sunday 28 

HAPPY 
THANKSGIVING, 

TURKEYSI 


Monday 29 
10:00 p.m. . 
GA Y/L£SBIAN/BISEXVAL VNION 
MEETING 
Weekly meeting, Fireside Lounge. See last Monday. 

Tuesday 30 
11:30 a.m. 
Visiting Artist Series: CAROL SQVIERS, 

Critic 

Part of the V.A. Department's weekly lecture series. 

Perception Lab, V.A. Building, open to all . 


1:30 p.m. 
Women's Film Series: THE OTHER HALF 

OF THE SKY 

Shirley McLaine visits China in this Claudia Weill 

documentary. Natural Sciences Auditorium. All are 

welcome. 

8:00 p.m. 

Faculty Music Recital: ANTHONY 

NEWMAN and EVGENIA ZVCKERMAN 

An organ and flute recital. Recital Hall, Music 

Building. All are invited. 

8:00 and 10:00 p.m. 

Film: KING OF HEARTS 

Alan Bates stars in this beloved film which posits the 

profound idea that war is insane. Humanities Theater. 


... 

o 

Wednesday 17 
12:00 noon-I:30 p.m. 
TIME MARCHES ON-workshop 
A Time Management Workshop to help students 
understand the various components of time 
management, how they spend their time and daily 
lives so they can improve productivity. Led by Ben 
Hogan, Associate Dean of Students for Campus Life. 
Fireside Lounge, Campus Center North. 

Thursday 18 
8:00 p.m. 
PVRCHASE SYMPHONY WINDS; Concert 
Purchase's 32-member wind orchestra presents its 
first concert. The program will include Strauss's 
Sonatina for Winds, F Major, Mozart's Serenade No . 
10 in D Flat Major, and works by Stravinsky. Students 
tickets $3.60. Center For The Arts. 

8:00 p.m. 
STVDENT.FACVLTY DANCE CONCERT 
The . Dance Division presents works by faculty 
members Sarah Stackhouse and Judy Hogan, and 
students Kathy Waramkomsky, Cathleen McCarthy 
and Fred Darsow. Dance Theater Lab. Tickets are 
$1.00. . 

8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 
International Film Series: LA CHIENNE 
One of the greatest French films of the 30's is this tale 
of passion by the· Jean Renoir, son of the great 
Impressionist painter Auguste Renoir, and director of 
the classics Rules of the Game, and Grand Illusions. 
Humanities Theater. One Dollar. 

8:30 p.m. 
LOAD MEETING 
Don't miss the journalistic event of the year. We'll be 
discussing this issue, and giving out assignments for 
the next one. It's also an opportunity for new people to 
get involved, with writing, photography, pasteup, 
typesetting, etc. The Load office is in CCS, Room 
0028. 

Sunday 21 

2:00 p.m and 8:00 p.m. /' 
PIPPIN 
See Friday for details. 

3:00 p.m. 
MVSIC, concert at Neuberger 
The concert focuses on contempora~y composers 
and musicians in conjunction with the exhibit Area 
Codes 914 and 203: Eight Artists. Music is by Peter 
Griggs; with Iris Brooks and Glen Velez, featuring 
recent compositions for flutes, tambourines guitars 
and drums. Neuberger Museum. Free admission. 

3:00 p.m. 
PHILHARMONIA VIRTVOSI 
Conducted by Richard Kapp. The Orchestra's own 
members will be featured in soros in Mozart's Violin 
Concerto No. 3 in G and Per Questa Bella Mano; 
Devienne's Concerto in E Minor for Flute; and 
Haydn's Sinfonia Concertante in E Flat. Center For 
The Arts. 

Monday 22 
10:00 p.m. 
GA Y / LESBIAN/ BISEXVAL VNION 
MEETING 
C.C .N. Fireside Lounge. Everyone welcome. Also, 

One Dollar for students. 

Thursday 2 
7:30-10:00 p.m. 
HVNGER WORKSHOP 
See Wednesday for details. 

8:00 p.m and 10:00 p.m. 
Films: DA Y OF WRA TH and TABV 
The International Film Series presents a double 
feature of two of the most mystifying films ever made. 
At 8:00 p.m. Day of Wrath , by Carl Dreyer, will be 
presented. This story of witches and religious faith in 
16th Century Sweden is one of the most haunting 
ambiguous films ever made. At 10:00, Tabu will b~ 
shown, one of cinema's most bizarre collaborations 
between Robert Flaherty, the famous documentarian' 
and F.W. Murnau, one of the greatest expressionist 
directors in movie history. Rarely has there been a 
more unlikely collaboration. One Dollar donation. 
Humanities Theater. 

Friday 3 
7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. 
Film: ANIMAL CRACKERS 
~ear Groucho ta!k about how he shot an elephant in 
,~IS pajamas. T hIS is p robably the fu n n iest. most 
, hterate Marx Brothers film_ Groucho does a 
• wonderful take·off of Eugen.. O·N ..UI. net oth.... ar_r 

~ ........ 0;_ ...l0J ~J.> ........... _ .1.. 0 __ .'J. 
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the G.L.B.U. meets every Wednesday night at 9:30 
p.m. in the G .L.B.U. office . Come and make your 
voice heard. . 

Tuesday 23 
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1:30 p.m.
Films on Women: THE WILMAR S 
Social Sciences and Women's Studies present four 
films on women in a month-long series. This week's 
film is the award-winning The Wilmar 8, about bank 
tellers who organize their workpalce. Natural 
Sciences Auditorium. All welcome! 

6:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 
Music recitals: T.D. ELLIS IV, and UNDA 
BLACKEN 
Two separate music student recitals. T.D. Ellis IV 

Wednesday 1 
7:30 p.m.-l0:00 p.m. 
ENDING HVNGER BRIEFING 
28 people die each minute of hunger in a world in 
which there is enough food for twice as many people. 
Hunger persists in a condition in which we believe we 
are powerless, that there is nothing we can do to make 
a difference. Yet hunger cim be ended. Commitment 

SOMETHING... 

9:00 p.m. 
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Friday 19 
8:00 p.m. 
PIPPIN . 
P.E.T. presents the musical comedy originally staged 
for Broadway by Bob Fosse in 1972. $3.60 for 

. students. Humanities Theater. 

8:00 p.m 
STVDENT AND FACVLTY DANCE 
.CONCERT 
See Thursday for details. 

8:00 p.m. 
Yuval Waldman conducts PVRCHASE 
SYMPHONY STRINGS 
World-renowned conductor and violinist Yuval 
Waldman will conduct the Purchase Symphony 
Strings, Purchase's 41-member string orchestra. The 
program includes Vivaldi's Four Seasons with soloist 
Yuval Waldman, Tchaikovsky's Serenade in C Major 
for a String Orchestra, and 'Brehm's Concertina for 
Violin and String Orchestra. $3.60 for students. 
Center For The Arts. 

Saturday 20 
8:00 p.m. 
PIPPIN 
See Friday for details. 

8:00 p.m. 
PVRCHASE SYMPHONY STRINGS 
per/orms in New York. 
The Purchase Symphony Strings orchestra will 
perform at the Church of St.lgnatius of Loyola at 84th 
Street and Park Avenue, playing the same program as 
yesterday's concert.' Admission, unlike yesterday's 
conCert, is free. 

8:00 p.m. 
OHJOBALLET 
The Center For the Arts presents the world· famous 
Ohio Ballet. See picture and announcement in the 
Arts Focus section . 

gives a Junior Recital on the bassoon at 6:00 p.m., and 
Linda Blacken gives a Senior Recital on the French 
horn, at 8:00 p.m. Both events are free, and will take 
place in the Recital Hall of the Music Building. 

8:00 and 10:00 p.m. 
Film: THE MECHANIC 
Be surprised. Don't miss this sick film. Humanities 
Theater. One Dollar. 

Wednesday 24 
All Day. 

Is it Thursday or Is it Wednesday? 

In honor of Thanksgiving Thursday, today's regular 
classes will not meet, but Thursday's will. That's right; 
Thursday classes today, even though it's Wednesday . 
Happy Thanksgiving. 

generates action. The worldwide commitment to end 
hunger begins within you. Come get empowered to 
end hunger at this briefing. Fireside lounge. No 
charge. Refreshment will be served. Call for 
reservations: Matt Spencer, 365-0323; or John Ellis, 
359-0294. 

12:00-1:00 p.m. and 6:00-7:00 p.m. 
OPEN CALL FOR ACTORS 
The Language and Culture Program is preparing the 
Cuban play The Night of The Assassins, written by 
Jose Triona. The play will be done in the Lab Theater, 
in English as well as Spanish, from April 1-10 next 
semester. The play is about two sisters and their 
brother, who enact the ritual and mythical wish of 
killing their parents in order to free themselves from 
the oppression of structure and order. But their make- . 
believe rebellion only serves to perpetuate their 
position as children who can never leave the crib. 

The production, directed by Gregorio Rosenblum, 
requires a tight ensemble of,three. Auditions for the 
English cast are today. Those interested in being in the 
Spanish cast, contact Gregorio Rosenblum. Room 
2054, Humanities, (253-5512), or Karol at 251-1212. 
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Saturday 4
7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. 

Film: MONTY PYTHON'S AND NOW FOR 


See Friday for details. 

Film: ANIMAL CRACKERS 
See Friday for details. 

Sunday 5 
3:00p.m. 
FRENCH ORIENTALISM LECTVRE 
Dr. Linda Nochlin, Art Historian and Professor, will 
lecture on the influence of the East and exoticism in 
the 19th Century in conjunction with the Neuberger 
Museum's exhibition Orienta/ism: The Near East in 
French Painting, 1800·1880. 

Free to SUNY Purchase faculty, students and staff. 
Humanities Theater. 

Tuesday 7 
11:30 a.m. 
SYMPOSIVM: THE BOOK AS ART 
Ed Colker moderates a panel discussion with Nan 
Becker, Martha Wilson, Dick Higgins, Clive Phillpot, 
and Quentin Fiore, in the V.A. Perception Lab, as part 
of the V.A. Visiting Artist Lecture Series. All are 
welcome. 
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Black Theater MEN'S BASKETBALL 

Continued From Page 9 

Talking about tlie low turnout, Dean 
Stein told me "It's painful, but you can't 
worry about that. The people such as 
yourself and myself have to keep on 
going and doing it." Stein added, "It's 
not the first time I've dealt with black 
dramatists . I know all these people 
because I worked with them all. 
Somebody just has to help them along. 
They don't ask for anything special. 
Just somebody to come along and give 
'em a little bit of a hand. All they need is 
somebody to pay attention to them." 
Earlier in our conversation, Stein said 
"first you have to recognize the problem · 
before you can solve it." I would like to 
give my sincere thanks for that 
recognition and the commitment to 
doing something about it that lay at the 
heart of this festival. 

·Schwab Interview 
Continued From Page 5 

t'he fact that ~here is a large alteration in 
the whole capitalist structure in terms of 
movement away from steel, and 
automobiles , to a much more 
computerized system in the United 
States. The Democrats must determine 
how to deal with the large 
unemployment rate that this would 
cause. The Democrats must also move 
away from the Kennedy school of 
thought, where it's a charismatic attack , 
on the opposition. It has to move 
towards people who can really develop 
a coherent analysis of what .the 
pro blems of the economy and 
capitalism are, and develop tftat 
analysis. 
Do you see any Democrats who could 
run for President in 1984 who might 
develop these programs? 
There are many Democrats who want to 
run for President; Kennedy, Walter 
Mondale, John Glenn. However, I 
haven't seen any of them come up with a 
coherent program to deal with this 
issue. The Democrats, for the moment, 
are largely talking about dealing with it 
by working along with business. I'm not . 
sure that is a coherent program. If they 
do ~P\ succeed in developing a strategy, 

then they might lose the election in 1984 
Particularly if unemployment declines 
over the next year and a half to around 
8%: The Republicans will then take 
credit for lowering unemployment, and 
that will give them a good chance to 
retain control of the White House and 
the Senate. 
How do you Sft yourself flSfittiag into. 
tire politic'" spectrunt ·oJ Repub/ktuU, 
Demoerats, Libe",Is ... ? 

Within the context of the economy 
today, I think that anyone with any 
feeling for people has to be a Democrat, 
and has to try to do what they can do as 
individuals to really force the 

. Democratic Party to come up with 
some kind of strategy. 

DoYO" tiw.k «0ft9I1rIia is ,.bY'"' 
ri,1d JU)w? 

Yes. I think that unemployment is the . 
primary issue of the economy, and that 
for many, interest rates and inflation are 
the primary issues, and these issues· 
seem to overwhelm any other issue. 

Yo" detJl with #nterntJtlOlUll isma and 
human r/,hts in yo"r classes. How do 
yo" 1ft America's reltdion now to 
intemtltiontd iss"es? 

I think that it takes a very 
conservative stance, it takes a very cold 
war oriented position. In some ways, it's 
going back to the harsh cold war 
rhetoric of the Kennedy administration, 
and the Nixon administration. It's as 
conservative as it can be in the 1980's 
supporting governments abroad that 
often, at best, can be described as 
tyrannical. 

.'Ii. ...... ..,...... 17aa. 1882 
. ... . . .,~ .. 

wrong, for there are many ways of being 
political, without heavy rhetoric and 
agit-prop .. His struggle is an ongoing 
one and one of the many examples of 
commitment and conviction which 
remain unsung, -despite its importance. 

Woody King's 1978 documentary 
The Black Theater Movement kept in 
mind Branch's belief that with change, 
and progress, there must also be a 
responsibility to heritage. Essentially a 
film on the black protest theater of the 
Sixties, King chronicles seemingly every 
event and contributor to the movement, 

. providing the viewer with such a wealth 
of primary source information that you 

. begin to wish he had done a little more 
editing. The showing I was at only had 
ten people. The lectures only had 
around twenty-five or thirty people, 
even though they were free. 

Jan Halaska would respond to that by 
Sllying that A merica is the most free, 
and tire greatest country in tire world. 
How do yo" feel about that statement? 

I don't think that's the issue at all. 
America is a great power, it's a super
power. Its position in supporting 
extremely conservative governments, 
particularly in Central America, is a 
throwback to the Dulles era of not 
accepting nationalist movements, 
defining all nationalist movements as 
being <;om.munist-inspired,. or 
Commurus~-dlrected, and that strikes 
me as both maccurate and e~rone~u.s. A 
super-power ought to base. ItS declsl.ons 
on relevant and accurate mformatlOn. 
The same types of problems that arose 
during the Vietnam war might very well 
arise in Central America or elsewhere. It 

. strikes me that the United States has not ' , 
learned from history, but is repeating it. 
Can you talk about the change you've 

seen in political awareness, andpolitical 


. mood, while you've been teaching here? 

When I was teaching in the 60's, the 

universities reflected what was going on 
in the country. There was a lot of 
dissent, a lot of antagonism directed 
towards the various administrations, 

, there was a lot of anger towards' what 

was going on in Indochina. Students 

were . very provocative, and very 

political, and very active. 


When Nixon came along, and in his 
way, put an end to domestic dissent, 

Students must sense that this is as 

much a political issue as Vietnam. 


political activity moved more within 
the rules of the 'game, flnd those 'who 
acted on the fringes of the rules of the 
game, have left their activity. Purchase 
today is representative of other 
campuses, much more oriented to tht 
economy, much more oriented towards 
getting a job, towards making it in 
AmeJjca.Students can either tum 
active, in trying to alter the crisis, or 
can turn more conservative, and more
individualisti'c, in terms of "What am I 
going to dO,"and that's what's 
happening at Purchase, and at other . 
campuses. I don't think it's good, but I 
can understand it . People are · 
frightened, and they want to insure that 
they'll have a job. 

Students must sense that this is as 
much a political issue as Vietnam was. 
It's easier to become actively involved in 
foreign policy, even though people have 
'a greater oppurtunity to bring about 
change in domestic issues. It may not be 
as exciting as being ' invovled in 
Vietnam, but I a'ssure you that the crisis 
is such that it is as important as the issue 
of Vietnam. 

The Purchase men's basketball 
season opens todaym with an 8:00 game 
against Hunter College. Coach Epstein 
hopes to bring last years record of 4 · 
wins up to between 10 and 13 victories. 
Epstein is encouraged by a strong 
returning squad, and some good 
recruits. 

Allen Caldwell (6' 5"), and Darryl 
Johnson, (6' 4"), sophomores who were 
both on last year's team, are expected to 
be high scorers. Other powerful 
returnees are Michaei Pool, Kevin 

Vann, Gregg Jones, and Matt Vogel. 
The new recruits, having great 
potential, are Robert McDonald. 
Kenny Dickey, from White Plains H,S" 
EI Jay Scott, from Mt. Vernon H.S., 
Maurice Roman, from Memorial H.S., 
and Kevin Jones, from Salesian H.S. 

Purchase has -the youngest team ill 
the league, but Coach Epstein feels that 
this leaves room for the team 10 
improve. Home games are always held 
in the gym, and spectators are welcome. 

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 

The Women's Basketball team has 

been practicing daily since October 
15th. They played their first game this 
Monday. Coach Artie Blouin finds the 
team enthusiastic and spirited, and 
expects them to win over 50% of their 
games. 

The team consists of skilled players 
from last year, as well as eager and 
experienced newcomers. Returning 

players include Jennifer Coors, Connie 
Foster: Rona Brymin, Vandy Woods. 
and the 6-foot tall Patrina Carter. 
Among the high scorers are Eva PapP, ' 
transfer from Wheaton College, 
Illinois, Brenda Joyce, a transfer from 
Furman University, and Mae (8abe) 
Gerardi, from Lafayette High School. 
The other experienced players are 
captain Vicky Stansberry, Kathy 
Oakes, and Katie Nichols. 

WOMEN'S FEN'CING 

The Women's Fencing·team has been 

practicing for the last month and a half 
for the Temple Open Competitions in 
Philadelphia, this Saturday and 
Sunday. 
'.. 

The varisty team will be competing 
....t the top 10-15 colleges and are 
'WI qualified for this competition. 
Players are Captain Laurie Paterson, 
Manager Mia La Marca, Statistician 
Mary Mayo Clare Ryan, and Debbie 

' . 


Teller. 
Along with the Varsity Team is a 

Junior Varisty squad, with Denise 
Teller, Sandy Christensen, Amanda 
Thomas, and Robin Burchill. 

Coach Jo Shaff had her book, 
Fencing,. pub~ished th.is March, 
complete~lth dla~rams, pictures, and 
detaIled Inf~rmat~on about the spo~ 
Her profeSSIOnalIsm, .and the team s 
expenence, should give the team a 
succ~ssful season. 

. 
Sports Articles By Brenda McMahon 

Students 

Faculty • Staff 


WANT TO 

SAVE SOME MONEY? 


U·SEYOUR 


Campus Card 

At The Foll~wing Locations 

~ 

~I 
~ PIZZA, PAST A AND THINGS II 

TOWNE AND COUNTRY DELI 
SPORTSFOOT 
B II B SPIRIT $HOPPE 
HARVIN BOOKSTORE 
THOff.OON·S ART STORE. INC 
DR. WM. 11 GELLERMAN. OPTOMETRIST 
WESCON TIRE AND AUTO CENTER. INC 
TRIPPS 
CENTRAL TAXI 
BRODIE MOUNTAIN SKI AREA 

~ CENTRAL PARK NORTH ~ 
= ..=. 

If For Any Reason You Didn't Receiv~ Your 
Campus Card Pick One Up Today At: 

The Student Senate Office 
Compliments of: 

StudentSenate 

.  -
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Theater X 
Creative writing, drawings, photography, poetry, and 

whatever else you can think up. Deadlines for submissions 
for next issue is .Monday, Novembf!r 19th. 

The Supervisor's 
Supervisor 

By A. Dean Bell 


Bill knew "'hat \,'as going to happen e\'en before 
;\leopcned the door. He knew that curious. cautious 
look: the moment of recognition which erupted into 
ds\"mpathetic but neg.ati\·e smile. and the way which 
Ihe wou ld disappear e\'en before the door was closed . 
He knew it would happen . It did. Bill lugged the 
hran merchandise case down the porch steps and 
out to the sidewalk. In t,,·o weeks he had yet to sell a 
single \'aCUllm cleaner and he was at the point now 
lI'here if he could sell just one he would quit. As if to 
S<ly. 'there, I did it.' Bill looked down the street to 
where the stationwagon waited; no signal was 
needed to tell the wpen'isor that he had failed again. 
To Bill this was the worst part, knowing that after 
('I"('I~' door he would have to walk back out into the 
sight of the supen'isor, who knew without signal or 
word Iliat he had failed, failed to even make it in the 
door. Sometimes he would cut across the lawn from 
one house to the next just to avoid the supervisor. In 
the distance Bi II cou Id see one of the at her salesman 
talking at the screen door of a small frame house. He 
knew word for word what was being said. 
Alter ringing the bell Bill scratched his foot 
nermusly against the edge of the '\VELCOME' mat. 
He could sense the person mm'ing through the 
house toward the door. He was not thinking about 
his pitch, or the supervisor, or even what. the 
occupant might look like; his entire concentration 
"ilSfocused on followi ng the unseen, unheard body 
~ it moved toward the door. Two big eyes peeped 
out through the small window in the door. Bill did 
not look up. He knew they would be there. 

.(jood morning ma'am. I'm here to give you a free 
sift and a chance to improve the way you live. 

The old woman seemed surprised, as if she had 
suddenly been broken off from another thought. 
Alter a moment's hesitation she invited him in. Bill 
mO\'ed through the door mechanically, into the 
dose, musty air of the house. He could not 
l(lIderstand why she .had let him in. A stranger, 
Ji'rhaps a thief or killer, and she had just asked him 
~ht in, Bill set the merchandise case down gently in 
die living room and opened it up.

I ' 

·This lovely paper towel dispenser is yours, M'am, 
for thl opportunity to show you our fine product 
and complete line of accessories. 

The small old woman sat down in a slip·covered 
armchaidacing him as if to watch a television show. 
Her short stump·like legs barely reached the floor. 

·Iean tell just from this room that you're a woman of 
dr-.mliness and if you'll just allow me a minute to set 
upl'll'show you how simple it is to have a truly clean 
lIrpet. 

Bill was unpacking the cleaner as he spoke. In his 
ntt\'ousness he forgot the order which they had' 
liught him and soon the floor was covered with 
host'S, brushes and other pieces belonging to the 
~odel 312. Somehow he managed to get the thing 
~('ther. 

·.\111 need is a place to plug her in and we're all set. 

The old \"oman pointed to a corner of the room 
Itht'Te an outlet sat in the waiL Bill plugged the 
.k'aner in, pushing aside the parts which lay strewn 
atross the rug. 

·SII\\'\\'hat I have here is a dirt filter and as I vacu um 
~our carpet we'll be able to see what your cleaner 
It'm't's behind and how much cleaner the ' 
~htromatic can make your rugs. 

A~ the rOar of the vacuum filled the room Bill 
rt'lOlXt-d, now that hewastemporarily off stage. It was 

as if now he could breathe for the first time since h~ 
had entered the house. Now, behind the curtain of 
noise from the cleaner, Bill could think. He didn't 
allow himself to belive that he might actually sell the 
\'acuum, he could see too many reasons why she 
would not buy it. 'Why should she?' he thought. 
She's been living fine for however long without one, 
and she doesn't have that much longer to go. She 
.probably doesn't have the money anyway. Bill 
dedcided to do the \\' hole rug for her. It was betler 
than having to try and push the sale and was a relid 
from having to carry th(' hea\'y case around . The 
woman just sat there and watched him, still with a 
faint expression of surprise, as he vacu LImed the 
room. Perhaps she really was interested in the 
cleaner or maybe it was just that she enjoyed the 
company, the break in her daily routine; Bill could 
not tell. 

-Well. let's take a look. 

Bill removed the soiled din filter from its slot on 
the vacuum. 

-You see. This is what your vacuum cleaner leaves 
behind. This is years of accumulated din here M'am. 
Every time you clean with the Electromatic your 
carpet gets that much closer to being new. 

The woman spoke for the first time, spoke with 
sincerity, in the voice of the truely naive. 

-I never imagined. 


-Most people don't, M'a m. But seeing is believing, 

right? 


Each word that came out surprised Bill.! he sale 
was progressing exactly as it had in the training 
sessions. As if somehow the company knew and was 
prepared exactly for this woman in this house. Bill 
still could not understand why this woman would be 
interested in new carpets she wouldn't live long 
enough to appreciate. 

-And the Electromatic comes with a life-time 
warranty. 

Which life-time, Bill thought, hers or the 
machine's? 

-Is that right? 

-That's right, M'am. And with the right accessories 
it'll clean your drapes, your sofa and dust the 
furniture. 

Bill knew it was time to call in the supervisor, to let 
him pick it up from here. That's how they worked. A 
new salesman would just get the ball rolling and 
then call in the expert to close the sale. That's how he 
would learn, by watching how the sale was closed. 
That's the tough part. But he wasn't sure if hecould 
turn this quiet, unsuspecting woman over 10 the 
slick, pushy supervisor. He would sell her the 

cleaner all right, maybe even some accessories. Like 

fishing in a fish bowl, she wouldn ' t have a chance 

against him, if Bill had gotten this far . And Bill also 

thought about how good it would feel to walk, no, 

strut out to the sidewalk and for the first time wave 

the 'high' sign to the waiting slationwagon. And the 

money, there was always the money. 


'-Ijust have to check in with the supervisor. M'a m . 
He likes to keep track of us, 

Bill walked toward the sidewalk without allowing 

himself to think about it. It did feel good when he 

waved to the stationwagon and he imagined lhe 

supen'isor's look of surprise. The engine started and 

slowly the car moved up the street toward Bill. 


While eating his lunch from a brown paper bag in 
the statiol1\vagon Bill felt a little sick. He chewed the 
food slowly and forced it down because that's what 
ev(,[yone else was doing. H e had made his first sale. 
The supervisor had come and in less than twenty 
minutes closed the deal and arranged the payment 
plan, Bill felt worse alld worse as he sat thel(' on the 
couch while the supervisor went through her credit 
rating, her expenses and income. Her meager 
pension from the mill job she had worked for thirty· 
six years until her husband died, his pension from 
the same mill, and both their Social Security checks 
barely paid the bills, the mortgage, food, doctor's 
fees the paper boy, who also mowed the lawn all 
Saturdays, and the loan he had taken out for the car 
that now sat unused in the garage a year and a half 
before he died of a lung disease pecul iar to workers at 
the milL But the supervisor showed her how she 
could, by dipping into her savings, afford to pay the 
$38.75 a month which would payoff the cleaner in 
twenty two months, and all the while she would be 
saving hundreds by rejuvenating her carpets. To 
Bill, as it ~bably was to the woman, it was all a '..,.1. The lupervisor moving so fast from step to 
., each one achieving its desired result, pushing 
the transaction to its conclusion. She had even 
thanked them as they left, Bill carrying the now light 
merchandise case back out to the station wagon. The 
supervisor had patted him on the shoulder but it 
didn't mean much . Bill finished his sandwich, 
crumpled the brown paper bag and put it in the 
garbage sack the supervisor passed around the car. 

That afternoon, back at the office, Bill got his first 
commission check. One hundred dollars plus the 
new salesman incentive of twenty-five. He smiled as 
the supervisor's supervisor said this was just the 
beginning, that once you get the first one under your 
belt the rest are easy. For the first time Bill felt proud 

Continued (;m page 15 
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As he reached the crest of the hill , gasping, he 
passed a rough looking Joe·type with a back pack, 
standing over the stream beside the road. He looked 
amazingly similar to a loud-mouthed idiot from 
Peskataway High Philip remembered, maybe two 
grades behind him.That made Philip recall the 
graduation dinner for his class, and the entertainer 
after the London broil and baked potatoes were 
ravaged. The man in the sequinned suit was a 
hypnotist. When he called for volunteers Philip got 
quickly from his chair, intrigued by the thought of 
being " put under." As he neared the low stage he 
slowed, feet faltered , and he stopped. There was 
nothing calling him, no urge to go further. 

Now there was the urge to go farther, to pass the 
place he usually stopped running. He'd coverd the 
roads corralling the campus, cut across Anderson 
Hill, and kept the slow outside track around Pepsico 
World Headquarters and the Lake of Geese. It was 
over four miles, enough to keep anyone fit ; but this 
wonderful spaced feeling was coming over him, legs 
were painless, lungs in and exhaled without stress. 
So he kept running. 

Part of him began to levitate. It was strange. From 
six feet above and behind, he watched the body he 
knew so intimately running along the shoulder of 
the road. He liked its smooth stride, muscles defined 
by use, the naturalness of its movement; and he liked 
how peaceful he felt above it. He wanted to rise, to 
reach the sky, but stayed because he was afraid .the 
body would get hit by a car. 

He remembered watching himself writing many 
years ago, while he was still in junior high. That was : 
before he published anything, befor anyone even ' 
knew he wrote. He never let his parents catch hilm . 
writing, though they caught him masturbating. His ' 
mother had laughed when she surprised him, 
stroking. After that he was afraid he would laugh at 
him writing, too; so he hid it. He'd be scribbling 
along, Bic ink feeciing from ball point to paper into · 
erratic rose (he was still young) when he would ' 
realize he was writing and watching himself write. 

He was always intrigued. Being titillated, so, 
though, he would grow self conscious and snap the 
magic. The times were very short. 

Years later he learned OOB's (Out of Body 
Experiences) were the stuff of cults, bestsellers and 
Big Business ... in the adult world. He didn't have 
them anymore and theorized they came to kids who 
were still close to the unconscious, the animal of 
Man. But it was a windy theory and didn't occupy 
him lo~. 

There was an exception. He did have an 
'experience' one night after Lee Schlesinger's Bible 
class. The old book, for some reason, snared his 
fascination, absorbed him and his time for hours 
upon hours,gluttonous, until his face began settling 
toward the fine Gothic print. His nose hit the crotch 
between pages;he stirred himself and glanced, 
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SPace Head 

By Colonel Cinders 

bleary-eyed, at the antique chime-clock on his desk. 
The clock was left him by his father,Chaim, when 
he committed suicide in a car. Katherine Roth , 
Philip's mother, was with him at the time. So Chaim 
was a murder, also. It had been such a long, long, 
slow time since then. 

But the nilght of the Bible reading he looked to the 
clock for the time. The seinging bronze pendulum 
caught his eye. It swung back and forth sO... so 
regularly, so smoothly .. . the same slice of a circle 
every second, one for the ticks, one for the tocks. 
Circles made with the regularity of the Earth's 
turning, as the revolution of the universe. 

He was watching himself watchilng time being 
forged, from across the room. Then he was seeing 
only the pendulum agai_n; and the r.~alization hit 

him like a deep cold fear after that, as the pendulum 
swung, it was the only swing of the pendulum he 
had. There was no such thing as the future: the 
pendulum hadn't swung yet. And the past, past 
swings of the bronze disk , were nothing but 
miniscule entries in a log that noboby kept. The past 
was dead, like his parents, vanished in the fire of a 
1966 Corvair. 

Philip Roth stopped running. He crossed the 
P.A.C. parking lot with loose, tired, floppy steps. 
Huffing steam, he reached the back of the Dance 
Building, paced the blacktop circle, cooling down. 
The door at the top of the cement steps opened. 

He looked upwards. A blonde girl in a white dress 
stepped out. Philip stopped, staring. She seemed to 
casualy strike a pose, the pose of a Virgin 
Shepherdess reincarnated from Virgil's pastorals. 
Philip gulped. 

Philip had the thought, sudden, powerful, 
surprising, that if he only had this instant he should 
use it wisely. He should jump on this girl, rut with 
her, then stand over her until she dropped a wet baby 
on the ground. Then he would be somewhat sure 
he'd still be here, in one form or another, beyond the 
swing of the pendulum. 

-------

BV Carol Lawrence 
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The Skillfull Art 

Of Jello-Flicking 


By Michael Shelley 
Being an American means being into sports. I 

kttp myself in shape through.a little known sport 
G1l1ed Jello-Flicking. I practice every night at the 
Dining Hall to keep in shape, and (if I do say so 
myseH) I've become quite proficient. In fact , I would 
Plout on a limb and say that I am the Jello Flicking 
King of Purchase. In order that I may be the 
uncontested king, I am putting a general challenge 
10 any student, staff or faculty (employees of FLIK, 
INC. and their families are not eligible): 

I. MICHAEL SHELLEY, BEING OF SOUND 
BODY, HEREBY SAY THAT I WILL BEAT ANY 
PERSON IN A JELLO FLICKING CONTEST. IF 
ICAN NOT DO SO, I WILL RESIGN THE TITLE 
or "JELLO-FLICKING KING OF PURCHASE." 

I think that is fair enough, and I've also enclosed a 
handy diagram for beginners. 

The results of this challenge will be printed in this 
IIfWspaper. 

Michael Shelley can be reached through The 
load, Ma ilbox 2163, -his mail box in the Film 
Dtpartmmt, or Room B-101 . 

Continued From PaJte 13 

Ii he and the other salespeople gathered their 
brlongings. He was a salesman now, one of the 
poup. Bill went straight from the office to the bank 
where he cashed the check and held the fresh, green 
bills for a moment. He separated the bills into two 
pilts. placing one in an envelope and the other in his 
pocket. The number six bus took him within two 
ltlods of the street and from there he walked. 
Evtning was approaching and already lights were 
mming on in the houses. Bill could see a glow in the 
"Oman's livingroom window and he crept up from 
Iht side of the house. Peering in he saw her sitting in 
Ihr same chair as before, her feet barely touching the 

Supervisor 
Boor. Then he nOliced-that she was asleep, her chest 
rising and fall ing in the steady rhythym of her 
lnalhing. Ip the center of the room sat the 
Ell'CtI'Omaticexactly as he and the supervisor had left 
it &hat afternoon. Its new, mechanical shinin'ess 
IftIDfd out of p lace in this peaceful setting. Bill 
III8\'td around to the front of the house and quietly 
apmrd the mailbox. Without allowing himself 'to 

lhinkabout it he placed the envelope in and shut the 
400r. 

Bill made over nine hul1dred dollars that summer, 
MWas one of the leading ~alesmen , and he no longer 
Mded the supervisor to close his sales. He knew 
C'JaClly how to do it. Exactly how to get in the door, 
how to push a reluctant buyer, how to arrange it so 
MIl the most indebted could afford the meager 
$58.75 a month. And each day after a sale he would 
lint go to the bank, then-catch the number six bus. 

~----~--- - . 

...--....--
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Youngman. 

Dangle-foot 


by John Charles 

The boy sat dangle-foOled on a bench. He wore 
that humble countenance of youth and played with 
idle hands. The postman fast approached. 

"Good morning," said the grey-faced uniform 
hurriedly. "Beautiful day, what?" He left, as did the 
odors: coffee, smoke and medicine. 

- the boy took notice: 
(Evil ironies and pity undivine from man... but 

what of her) He watched the old messenger wither on 
his way. (And I know better now) . . 

In the shallow distance he heard the autumn 
geese. They mused and wailed in honking shrills 
that shook the cloudy, hanging wet-rag sky. 

The dangle-footed one could all but leave or plug 
his ears.; tears formed and fell at length, lending 
work for idle hands. 

(how like a bird in form 
she was 

in flight of life how true 
and free 

how I could hold her soft 
in palm 

in frailty how strong 
she flew) 

For a long time he heard no time, but then a 
studdering of honks, he saw the fowl marching 
malice. The clouds above re-opened. 

(cursed watergho~t~, what know y',u love?) 
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A thundershudder ripped the sky unseen, as fast 
the postman ran back up the road. "It's gonna rain, 
youngman. Are you alright?" he asked the-seeming 
child. (warn me of the firefall , oldman. I worry least 
the waters of earth) "The geese are heading home. 
They know. " 

(they know only what it is for them to know. .. but 
what of her) 

The postman felt a twinge of tardy reflex and was 
bourne again (this time in plastic) ''I'll be back," he 
cried. 

They walked in a charade, unproud. Waddling in 
the gutter and street until they saw the bench and 
dangle-foot. Uniformly then, as ordered, gathered 
they; the four around the one. Youngman dangle
foot removed the leather strappings from his feet. 
The middle one walked from the middle of her 
captors, bowed and raised her wings a flutter 
moment to the boy. He saw the smaller wings, the 
wings of skin he knew, beneath among the matted 
feathers. She placed her head between the dangling 
feet, and finding last day's scabs, hard pecked both 
heels till blood ran mocking down her neck. The 
goose subsided, left in shame. The others pecked her 
ceaselessly ahead. She looked back with a woman's 
eyes. 

(honor, it was love and honor, love and honor, 

honestly it was) _ 


A thunder shudder this time shook the bench, but 

youngman would not raise his drowl1.ing eyes to see 

the sky. 


The postman came again and stilled the bench. 
"You are a stubborn youngman," he said. The boy 

replaced his shoes. 

"You .can't sit on a bench your whole life." 

Youngman dangle-foot squeezed the oldman's 


hand and shared his hopeful ignorance. 
. .....; ..... 
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Unlimited 

Enclosures 


by Josh McKible 

The MALL ('lltioses. 

the shops like uparate dosets. 


your fetish for sale. 

fralking the thin line I am. 

here 1.l'atching the people; 


shopping in costulIles. looking 

for a fix. 


They blllr ill passing. the walkway getting smaller. 

I look for all image 


to hide in; 

J'ideo whores beckoning. 


im.iting 

escape. 


fractured glass 

and tape 


By John David Zeik 

already. they hm·e found 

that this is the season of 

fractured glass and tape. 

100'e becomes the ending place 

until they hide behind gauzed windows 

and sigh in the near dark. 

the hall seems too long and narrow. too familiar 

when the door opens... 

and each gesture becomes a sign. 

every twist of the head and flick of the eyes. 

laced with vigilance; 

so that parting is a surgeon's knife applied 

to already festering wounds. 


Untitled Poem 

By Lisa Collin5 

You knew me 

When I was alive 

We spent most of our time 

Sharing. 

But ·that was a long time ago... 

We'd converse conspiratorially 
Brushing our banged heads together 
While the wind whispered our secrets. 

Now, those peaceful days have ended. 

You changed... 
Your tongue became a spoon 
You scooped me out with 
Your blunt edge and left me an empty shell. 

You stripped me of my dignity 
You rent me to pieces with 
Your razor-sharp insults 
I died, leaving my voice to your memory. 

·You can no longer see me, but 
You will always hear me 
I1'hen the wind cries out my name. 

. 	 . 
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By Barbara Nislick 
back " ~"::~i :~'k","g/, I~mt'lIJurilaAs we open our kitchen drawer. we notice >. 


something quite fascinating. We have revealed the '\ 
 gclass Utensillata. In examining this class. certain 
~ 


species are observed. some more abundant than 

others. 


First, we see only traCes or rather fossils of what we Serad~dita ~ 

believe to be an early utensilatta belonging to the 


hu/Hula
species known as Spoonakete. It has a very thin 

handle, probable evolving from the species known 
 ,,( \as Skewerina. but has a more defined anterior end. 

As man has been known in the past to put nature at 

his dispence, he does so again with utensilatta. Man fo,Hit of bo r,.,\pOOIl. an 


am ie·"t Spoollakett'and utensilatta seem to work together; man being "-",
the parasite, clinging on to the anterior end of these 

~pecies numerous times a day, in initiating the 0~
..>Jdigestive activities of the homo sapiens. The fossil 	

"1.1'(' U''''" 01",. Im::ll'{lll)' tlli.\ ",i.uin.!: (i,,1e h,.tr~·,.,." .'intuinhttl 

u"it spou""Ie,.,,. bitt 11m.,. Immel tit,. 1111.\,\;".'( li"le. Srr(loultlgmJNlrllll{l.
we mentioned earlier. was suggested to bore holes in 
(I ,~/XJ()IIttIe,.t,. .,h(l/H'o OT,«(llIUm fI·jtlt (I \t'r,ulrdiot( t'/ul. 

the earth and collect worms. The bonespoon, as it is 
called, from the Latin "to bore with a spoon," is carnivorous family (meataforkarugle) has four 
believed to still exist in Mexico and other parts of prongs and the herbivorous family 
Central America. 	 (saladinoforkarugle) has five prongs. 

As we examine other species in our environmental· As we look carefully we can detect vast differencn 
niche, known as our kitchen drawer, we can try to in _the intricate designs on the posterior end of these 
put them in an evolutionary order. As they are not Utensilatta. J Ifferent patterns of spirilla. coxoid. 
independent creatures, they are not stable, since the and, spirokete are found more abundant in different 
influential environment is not a stable medium. We countries and different time peroids. For example. 
may deduce that Skewrina is at the bottom of our the Americana order is frequently recognized by the 
evolutionary tree as it is one single rod. From this following rod pattern and found mainly in North 
species we move to Seradidida, which has a America and tacky households in France and Italy: 
Skewerina shape yet flat at one end (the anterior 
end). suggesting a "molecular spread OUl." One edge Other utensilatta with more intricate molecular 
of the flattened portion may be rough. This growths forming on the surface have been found in 
molecular spread out is believed .to have influenced France. Italy. and England. In some countries of 
the Spoonakete. although no one is really sure North Africa and India, there is no evidence of the 
which came first, as these similarities are the class utensilalla ever existing... 

II evolutionarily reversable.. 	 The species in Utensilatta have been found to br 
We then come to the Forkarugle. This species has made of various molecular structures ranging (rom a 

given us a lot to ponder. Structurally it appears to be shiny malable content (metalina) to a hard brink 
the · most advanced yet functionally it is more plasticatla and pourous woodilalta. 
primi tive than the Seradedida and in many cases will No one knows for sure where the original poimof 
not function without the aid of seradedida and vice evolution really starts bur our search has just begun. 
versa. This species has the traditional Skewerina We must search the kitchen drawers of the world 10 

shape but prongs out into four or five tenticles. The decode the evolutionary secrets of Utensil~lta... 
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Editorial-

The Conservative Shift 
One student who knew that we were planning a report called economics has meant disaster for much of the country, and should have 

·Conservatives in Control" asked, in a shocked voice, "What!? The ~ been resoundingly defeated at the polls. 
Conservatives are in control? I thought the Democrats won all the BuUhe problem is that voters had nowhere to turn. There is no viable 
elections!" Cuomo's victory, and a gain in the House of Representatives, liberal movement these days, no alternative to the Reaganism which has 
inspired headlines and commentaries which claimed a Democratic victory, been hoisted upon us. Part of the problem, ironically, is that the economy 
and a move to the left. has forced people to be less concerned about social change, and social 

As Peter Schwab's interview, and Peter Bell's analysis of Reaganomics, problems. Who has time to think about politics when it costs $1.35 to put a 
indicate, the Election Day resultS' are not cause for celebration. The gallon;~ ofgas in the car? The economy is also such that social programs are 
Republicans kept control of the Senate. Lew Lehrman came very close to almost a taboo. The Great Society, of Johnson's days, and the New Deal, of 
winning governership with policies that are more radically tight-wing than Roosevelt's, have been replaced by a "Great Repression," and, since Reagan 
Reagan's. took office, there have been no new social programs. 

By all rights, the Democrats should have cleaned up. With staggeringly The first necessity is to realize that this month's election result was not a 
bigh unemployment, and industry productivity falling yearly, Right wing aal victory for the left. As of now, there is no Left. 

In a land whereit is too much for most people to 
even convert to the metric system, incest and bestiality 
will probably remain largely unexplored frontiers of 
sexual liberalization till history provides an 
opportunity for them to become fashionable. Gunter 
Schmidt notes that developing industrial societies 
Cllcouraged sexual renunciation because they needed 
-mdividuals who were not bothered by uncontrolled 
drives, who were predictable and geared to the 

Incest and Bestiality 

By Karl Koisia 

reduce · the tensions causing teenage rebellion. 
Children might grow up more comfortable with birth 
control and be more responsible when playing with 
each other. 

God allows incest if it is done with good intent 
(remember what happened with Lot and his daughters 
in Genesis) but today's public is less understanding. 
People who ignore the backward taboo are 
stigmatized and made to feel guilty. But children will 

of all kinds of live things. It. is difficult for less ample 
natures to imagine this expansion ofthe innate sexual 
interest, for to them it is not apparent that the lusty 
admiration which at first directs itself solely on the 
opposite sex is the appropriate attitude to all the 
beauties offlesh and spirit in beast and bird and plant. 

Whatever changes the future may bring, the most 
important thing is that children be allowed to develop 
their own sexual inclinations at their own rate. I know 

frictionless preformance of work." Now Western 
economies need "the instant consumer who is 
distracted and aroused by the slightest appeal to his or 
her needs." Schmidt argues that sexual liberalization 
Us a repressive function in our society in that 
political, social, and personal discontent is "deflected 
onto the sexual and (romantic) relationship sector to 
be compensated there." People may pursue vapid 
casual encounters to the neglect of real intimacy. "In 
dais way sexuality lost much of its subversive, 
Ilplosive force, a force that was feared (and rightly so 
Ittbe time) by advocates of orthodox sexual morality 
IIId a force that was hoped for by progressive sexual 
ideologies such as those of W. Reich and the students 
of the sixties." Incest and bestiality will have a impact 
lllat can richen our lives only if we remember to 
pIlctice them with sensitivity and considered intent. 

Freud noticed the apparent polymorphous pleasure 
0( infants mouthing their mother's breast. If parents 
mum this sort of erotic attention, then children might 
mature without the sexual confusion and ineptitude 
which result from today's parental neglect. Then 
dlildren could have stronger family ties which might 

benefit from incest if given community support. 
Bestiality can also be uplifting. We have become 

increasingly estranged from nature since the first 

Whatever changes, the future may bring, 
the most important thing is that children 
~be allowed to develop · their own sexual 
.inclinations at their own rate. 

farmers ,became successful enough to neglect the 
fertility ritual of copulation in their fields. We could 
develop a healthier attitude toward the ecology by 
having communion with other species. I will quote 
from a science fiction description of a future human 
race: 
Sexual interest was strangely altered. Around the 
ancient core ofdelight in physical and mental contact 
with the opposite sex there now appeared a kind of 
innately sublimated, and no less poignant, 
appreciation of the unique physical and TJlentalforms 

Free Anatoly Shcharansky! 

By Craig Leitner 

Anatoly Shcharansky, the most outspoken and 
world known Soviet Jewish political prisoner has 
anbarked upon a hunger strike to force the Kremlin to 
JIIowhim to immigrate to Israel and join his wife. The 
bager strike which began last month on the Jewish 
festival of Yom Kippur has placed the already 
-

"

lis wife 

.e 

h'ned physicist in a situation which at least on 
acitivist group has called "dangerous if not 

Shcharansky was sentenced to thirteen years in a 
work camp in Siberia in March 1977 for the 
'crime of "Zionism," meaning he asked to 

IlIDDUgrate with his wife. On the eve of his wedding day 
was told by the KGB that she was being 

4eported in the morning. Since then, Soviet courts 
ruled that Anatoly's marriage to Avital was 

Jlcgal. Avital has not seen her husband since their 
laIding day and has led a world wide protest on 

of all Soviet Jews for the past eight years. She 
flew from Israel to try and gain American 
for her husband's release. She has told 

[·American media that "Anatoly was weighing only 95 
to begin with because the workcamp was only 
him every . other day . .." Avital has met with 
Congressman and Senators and has asked 

to petition the Kremlin to free her husband. 
For the past fo ur weeks students from various NYC 

Idi~ous schools have been conducting a vigil outside 
Soviet Mission to the United Nations located on 

67th street in Manhattan. At least one school has been 
conducting morning prayer services and all its classes 
on the block in a show of Solidarity. Rabbi Avi Weiss 
a teacher at Stern Girls Yeshiva has begun a parallel 
hunger strike. He hopes to radicalize the Jewish 
Community into acting on Shcharansky's behalf. It is 
believed that if some action is not taken in the next few 
days Shcharansky's decaying condition will worsen. It 
is feared that the Soviets might begin the process of 
force feeding in which teeth and skin give way to 
Communist aggression. 

What is not surprising but just as depressing is 
Human Rights groups such as Amnesty International 
which can cry tears for every Marxist Terrorist refuse 
to speak out for Shcharansky. Shcharansky's plight 
has silenced all those who spent the entire summer 
writing editorial after editorial condemning Israel's 
violations against the "Palestinians" but who can find 
no words to condemn the USSR's violations against 
Soviet Jews. The situation is as one Jewish leader 
described, "The Limousine liberals who find it chic to 
scream about every Communist terrorist in Bolivia are 
with their silence telling Brezhnev that Jewish blood is 
cheap." All concerned persons should minimally be 
communicating to their elected representative that 
Shcharansky's death will not be permitted and 
expressing this to the Soviets first-hand by calling the 
Soviet Mission at ')! 2 861-4900 and demand 
Shcharansky to be freed. 

ofa six year old boy who tries to get his playmates to 
suck his penis. His mother encourages him, but 
explains that he can not use force. 

Readers are invited to write in any true experiences 
with incest, bestiality, or other exotic practice. The 
Load will only publish accounts of acts which were 
done without morbid or perverse intent. Do not 
include your name so anonimity can be assured. 
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Beyond Reaganomics: 

The Current Debate 


By Peter Bell 
Peter F. Bell teaches economics and political economy 
at Purchase, and has been a member of the faculty 
since 1972. In May /982 he was awarded the SUNY 
Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Teaching. His 
research concerns theories ofeconomic crises, and the 
problems of Third World Development. In Summer 
/982 he did research in Thailand with a Research 
Grant from SUNY. He is currently the Presiding 
Officer of the Faculty of (he College at Purchase. 

"Capitalism is not just, it is not beautiful, and it does 
not deliver the goods." 

.John Maynard Keynes, 1936 
Economics: Science or Faith? 

The world economy is racked by turmoil. There has 
never been a more urgent need for clarity, yet the 
statements made by economists do not inspire 
confidence. Asked about his apparent adherence to 
Keynesian economics (in the face of his avowed 
"supply-side" views) Martin Feldstein, the new Chair 
of the President's Council of Economic Advisors 
replied that he was "like Pascal, who said it was a good 
idea to believe in God, because maybe there is a God." 
David Stockman, Budget Director, put it another 
way: "The whole thing is premised on faith. Ona belief 
about how the world works." Is economics to be based 
solely on faith? Have both Keynesianism and 
Reaganomics been relegated to the scrap heap? Does 
anybody know how to get us out of this mess, or are 
they just not telling? In this brief article I will explore 
some dimensions of the debate on economic policy, 
arguing that we must go beyond the narrow 
parameters of the current discussions on macro policy 
and recognize the nature of the current crisis as an 
historical turning-point in the development of post
WW II capitalism. 

Misconceptions About The Current Ecomic Crisis 
A great deal of energy is spent discussing cures for 

fallacious causes. Among the more popular 
mi.sconceptions of our economics problems are the 
following: (I) The "sick patient" theory of breakdown 
in which the economy is a sick patient suffering from 
an unknown disease but which can be cured by 
medieval alchemy. In the widely discredited orhtodox 
Marxist scenario, crises are steps towards the final, 
"inevitable" collapse. In others the cure appears as a 
"deus ex machina." (2) "Phlogiston theories" of crisis, 
in which inexplicable principles like technology or 
inflation are the causes of our problems. (3) "External 
shocks:" the impact of exogenous forces beyond policy 
control, such as the oil price increase of the 1970's, the 
Vietnam War, etc. (4) "False paradigm:" Supply
siders blame Keynesians for their adherence to out
moded economic theories; Keynesians blame "supply
siders" for their untested assumptions about yax cuts, 
savings and investment. (5) "Blame the consumer:" In 
this view greedy consumers have stifled economic 
growth and pushed us to the limit of scarce natural 
resources; scarcity is seen as the underlying theme and 
natural condition of human existence, even in the age 
of the micro chip. 

When people are not busy blaming the victims, or 
attacking other mistaken causes, they spend their 
energy attacking the symptoms: unem'ployment, 
business bankruptcy, rising prices, etc. Yet a further 
problem is the inextricable way in which economics 
and ideology are fused together. Reaganomics is not 
really anti-government, simply anti-"government as 
free social programs." In face of such confusions one 
might be tempted to abandon any attempt at figuring 
out what is going on, and certainly any hope that 
things can be mad'e better. As I hope to show, this 
conclusion does not necessarily follow. 

Reaganomics in Action 
"Is this a way to treat your fellow creatures?" (The 

Good Person ofSetzuan.) A few months ago, Leonard 
Silk, economics correspondent of The New York 
Times coined the phrase "The Great Repression" to 
describe the current social situation, mindful of 
historically high levels of unemployment, increasing 
poverty, and even higher levels of suicide. Newsweek 
reported in early 1982 that 30 million people in the 
United States were living in poverty; 13% of the total 
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population. (The poverty line is $8,414 for a family of 
four, and try "living" on that!) Among these, 30% were 
black, 40% were children, 50% were families headed by 
women. If the cutoff line for poverty was raised up to 
$10,510 it would add another 11.3 million to the total. 

The first Reagan budget passed by Congress in 1981 
slashed $140 billion from social programs over the 
years 1982-84, more than half of which were income
maintenance programs that provide low-income 
people with cash, food, health care, and low-cost 
housing. But Reaganomics is not about causing 
poverty. you might be thinking, but rather about a new 
economic program, renewed growth, the end of 
inflation, the curtailing of the unnecessary meddling of 
the government in our lives as free individuals. The 
social cuts must be needed, otherwise they wouldn't 
have been enacted. Surely a new economic program is 
a demonstrably higher order goal than poverty 
eradication or school lunches. On the contrary, these 
policies contradict every single standard by which one 
might judge a civilized society. If they are necessary for 
economic reasons perhaps the society which makes it 
necessary has itself become unnecessary, and a barrier 
to the welfare of its citizens. 

The Contradictions of Supply-Side Economics 
Stated simply the arguments propouned by the 

theorists of the "supply-side" school were that tax cuts 
would stimulate investment and lead towards the 
revitilization of American industry; they would 
stimulate the work ethic by reducing the size of the 
federal tax bite out of current income. Increased 
research and development would improve the 
productivity of labor, and, together with higher levels 
.of investment, would bring about renewed economic 
growht. This view was combined with a belief in the 
importance of control over the money supply as a 
regulator of prices; thus to bring down inflation would 
require tight money and high interest rates. According 
to Steven Weissman's "Reaganomics and the 
President's Men" (New York Times Magazine, 
October 24th, 1982) and William Greider's "The 
Education of David Stockman" (Atlantic Monthly, 
Decem ber 1981) the inner circle around the President, 

inciuding Stockman himself, never believed in the 
supply-side theory. They realized from the beginning 
the contradiction of economic restraint (with high 
unemployment) on the 'one hand, and tax cuts (with a 
long term expansive effect) on the other. The result of 
applying these policies was depression and large 
government deficits. 

The President was forced to reverse himself in 1982 
and ask for a tax increase of $100 billion to correct for 
the failure of his tax cut to stimulate growth (which 
failure had led to the huge deficits)! "To the public; 
says Professor James Barber, the author of several 
books on the Presidency, "economics is like magic, 
and one economic plan is as plausible as another." 

The Current Debate 
Business Week's cover story of November 8th, 1982, 
"The Search For A New Economic Policy" identified 
four rival policy "camps" each with their own "key 
players" (the professional sports analogy is, as usua~ 
not incidental). These are: (1) Fiscal Conservatives 
who emphasize a balanced budget which would 
require reducing the projected deficit of $150 billion 
for the next three years by "deep cuts in entitlement 
programs, reducing defense outlays, and raising some 
taxes." (2) Atari Democrats: believe the key to long
term growth lies in targeting private investment to 
high-technology industries through a government
indutry body (as is done in Japan). Theyemphasizetht 
need to support declining industries, and for major 
new investments in social infrastructure. (3) 
Traditional Liberals: think Keynesian policies can still 
be made to work, and want an immediate outlay of 
funds on housing and jobs programs to lay the basis 
for a recovery. They want to protect social programs, 
cut defense spending more deeply than any other 
faction, and yet share a belief in the need for an 
ind ustrial policy. (4) Stand-Pat Reaganites: Who want 
to "stay the course" by sticking to a tight money policy, 
avoiding any short-term spending or "pump-priming," 
any cuts in defense spending. They insist on the 
correctness of the supply side formula for inducing 
more investment and economic growth. Even the 

Condnued on Next Pale 
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Bell, cont'd,

s,taunchest supporters concede that the . Federal 
Reserve's policy of high interest has undercut the 
stimulative effects of the tax increase. Not everyone 
thinks that Reaganomics has failed, rather that it was 
never tried: "Perhaps Reaganomics would not have 
worked. But we did not get Reaganomics. We got an 
old-fashioned Republican austerity and a serious 
recession." (Paul Craig Robert in The Wall Street 
Journal, October 20th, 1982) 

In addition to these four camps, there is a group of 
economists allegedly "On the Frontier of a New 
Economics" (New York Times, October 31st, 1982), 
including Paul Sarttuelson (of textbook and Nobel 
Prize fame) who "fears that traditional policies will no 
longer be enough." With over 10% official 
unemployment (over II % counting the "discouraged" 
who are no longer in search of employment; and 
perhaps more like 14-15% unofficially), 69% capacity 
utilization, a crumbling infrastructure, a demoralized 
and restive labor force whose "frustrations are · 
building up steam," (Business Week, October 18, 
1982), Samuelson is looking for new answers. The 
institutionalists propose structural changes in the 
economy, although they are somewhat vague on 
specifics. These changes include new and better 
relatipns between labor and management, a revival of 
the work ethic, and a constraining of wage demands of 
American workers (which they argue make American 
goods expensive on world markets). 

In a more radical camp than 'Samuelson are the 
authors of The Deindustrialization ofAmerica. Barry 
Bluestone and Bennett Harrison, who see the 
international mobility of capital, and its localized 
manifestation the runaway shop as the cause of 
America's industrial decline and call for worker's 
control and government planning of the economy. 
Lester Thurow, the new hero of the liberal left, argues 
in Zero Sum Society (1980), for a massive 
redistribution of over $100 billion in order to increase 
by about 5% the share of national product going to 
capital formation, and bring it more in line with that of 
the 15% of West Germany and the 20% of Japan. 

There is clearly a convergence between supply
siders and left liberals: both seek to strengthen 
business by modernizing industry, shifting resources 
from consumption to investment, and many would see 
an important role for government in targeting private 
investment. Some left-liberals in addition seek more' 
worker participation in management, and more 
government planning. 

"Look at the underbelly of the recession of 1973-75," 
, laid Paul SamuelJon," and you will see it is stamped 
?M8de ill Wuhiniston.' .. As Francis Fox Piven and' 
Richard Cloward observe in the title of their recent 
book, these policies are a part of The New Class War. 
Why does government need to declare war on its 
citizens by slowing down the economy? Why have they 
rediscovered the Phillips Curve relationship (which 
trades unemployment a~inst price increases)? 

" 

----~- ." ~ 

'David Stockman 
An answer requires the recognition that we are no 

longer , in the era of Keynes when fine tuning of the 
economy rested on both an ability to control the level 
of consumption and investment, and a capacity to 
transform demands for higher wages into an engine for 
growt.h through increased productivity. The crisis of 
the last ten years is in large measure planned response 
to the breakdown of the "productivity deal" and the 
consequent crisis of profitability for business. As 
Professor William Nordhause of Yale University 
stated: It is a 'social revolution disguised as an 
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The Historic Turning Point 
While the structuralists see beyond macroeconomic 

policy as a long-term cure, they miss the continuity of 
Reaganism and the historical transformation which is 
underway. If.one is to date the turning-point in the 
current situation, it might be August 1971, with the 
break-down of the international monetary system and 
imposition of Nixon's wage-price freeze. Since that 
time, the U.S. economy has generally experienced low 
growth, falling real wages, low labor productivity, a 
low profitability on capital investment. We have gone 
through a decade of crisis: the recession of 1973-75, the 
sharpest economic faU since the 1929-32 Depression, a 
period of weak and uncertain recovery, and then the 
recession of 1980-82. There is a deep continuity in 
these policies: they represent attempts to reverse the 
gains made by organized worker in the 1950's and 
1960's by forcing concessions: fewer benefits and a 
slower growth in wages. They are also attempts to 
reverie the gains made by ~norganized and unwaged 
workers for increased social benefits. The fiscal crisis 
of New York City in the mid-seventies was a 
microcosm of this successful confrontation, and of the 
rise of a corporatist ideology managed by people like 
Felix Rohatyn. We must remember it was Carter who 
appointed a monetarist, Paul Volkner, as head of the 
Federal Reserve in 1979, and Carter whQ &rinounced 
what some have called the first "s & M budget" calling 
for "pain and suffering" from the American people. 

economic ' program, "aiming to transform work and 
investment habits in the U.S." 

It seeks to reestablish the hegemony of business and 
business ideology over a society in which, in the 1960's, 
students preferred drugs and long hair to grades and 
careers as computer programmers. Makingjobs scarce 
(46% of black youth unemployed), reviving the work 
ethic, redistributing the social wealth from welfare to 
upper middle class, channelling national income from 
consumption to investment, strengthening the male 
dominated family ideology; these goals aim to put 
business civilization back on its tracks, make 
investment profitable again, and put workers back to 
work:. 

These changes involve not only the restructuring of 
domestic class relations, but the restructuration of the 
world economy: the shift of heavy industry from 
Western Europe and North America to the Third 
World; a new international division of labor in 
response to new global social relations (often 
translated as "increased foreign competition"). 

Can we go beyond The New Class War to a society 
with humane values which posits people as the end 
rather than as a means. in which relative abundance 
restricts work time and enlarges the time available for 
the "rich development of human individualities?" 

This is still barely part of the agenda of liberals or 
radicals, but I will ad';ress it in the second part of this 
article, to follow later in the year. 

Letters 

-

Bye Bye Brezhnev! 
Dear Editors: 

Doctors say that dwarves don't live long. 
This is not true in the Soviet Union, especially for 

dwarves in government positiona. Nature likei to play 
with politicians. The Tzar Peter the Great was 213 
centimeters (over 7 feet) while the first head of the 
Communist state, Lenin, was 150 (around 5 feet). Ever 
since him, the heads of the Soviet Union haven't been 
any taller. The Communists, having great respect for 
Lenin, wouldn't assign anybody taller to the highest 
office. The frustrated dwarf Stalin held the office for 
over thirty years. When he dropped dead, a bald man 
of similar height took over. My father, who is 187 cm., 
had the honor to meet with Kruschev and he said he 
never met a more obnoxious person. 

Brezhnev puppeted for 20 years and finally croaked 
yesterday morning, the morning the Columbia 
launched, giving us two things to celebrate over chilled 
bottles ofStolichnaya, ofcourse, like the rest of Russia 
(if it's available). 

I don't believe he died that morning. He was most 
likely dead for many days. Communists like to 
announce the death of their politicians very late, when 
the meat gets ripe. We had a president, Svoboda (his 
name meant Freedom). Everybody knew for two years 
that he was dead, but there was no official word. It 
took the Communists 24 months to wait for the right 
moment. And then there was a funeral. 

Sincerely, 
Jan Halaska 

Regrets for Rheinstein Referendum 
Dear Editor, 
It seems that most of the dilemmas we have at 

Purchase are the result of poor communication. As in 
most cases where there is this type of a problem, 
something extreme must happen before people 
acknowledge that it even exists. Unfortunately, you 
can never escape the fact that people and/ or 
organizations will suffer under these conditions. 
Hopefully the Purchase community has learned a 
lesson about lack of awareness at the expense of 
another person's position. I am not necessarily in 
agreement with the outcome of the referendum (to 
impeach Phil Rheinstein). I just hope that it does not 
take this kind of a process to open our eyes in the 
future. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Krisch 

Referendum Shows Little Respect 
Dear Editors, 
My own concerns regarding the impeachment vote 

reported in your issue of November 3rd, was not that it 
was not valide, but that it showed little respect for the 
'student body. A vote called on a day or so notice does 
not allow the students to ,be educated on this issues 
upon which they are being asked to vote. In a sense it 
demeans their intelligence as citizens .of this 
community. To encourage students to participate in 
College affairs, which is a central concern of the 
,Senate, should begin with showing greater respect for 
:their intelligence and judgement. I wish the new' 
President every success in her job. 

Peter Bell 
Social Sciences Division 

Jan Halaska's Apology . 
Dear Editors: 
In my column in the last issue of The Load. titled 

"Port Chester Nights," I used the name of a Port 
Chester policeman, Officer Schnell, in connection 
with my described incidents. I apologize for it sirice 11\, --.. _ .~, 
had nothing to do with the incidents. In fact, the only 
time I had a personal contact with Officer Schnell was 
when he gave me a ride from the police station to my 
car. That time we had a friendly conversation and he 
introduced himself, and since he was the only Port 
Chester policeman I knew by name, I used him in the 
article. But I repeat, he had no connection with any of 
those incidents. 

I would also like to apologize to citizens of Port 
Chester for saying unpleasant things about their town. 
I wish they understand that I was dealing with my 
personal experiences. I am sure that 99% of them will 
never have the same experiences I did. 

Sincerely, 
Jan Halaska 
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stuart Carr-For having a wonderful, loving g-d, a 
beautiful family, and wonderful friends 

Josh Rosenblatt-The Vanderbilt Hotel. That's 
where I'm staying. 
Alez Cbaa-G-d, mother, country, and Brezhnev's 
death. 
Jan Hale.-That I was able to come to America. 
the land ~~my~_re~~. 
Greg Markowl~·XTC import 45's_ 
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Andy GIlcbrlat-l'm thankful that I'm not a 
starving baby in Indochina 
.'-.~~.De Mlaho-Motorcycles, girls and art. 
Amy Rafael-Blue eyed men and cocaine. 
MIke Werner-That I have my own coffee pot at 

home and I don't have to drink coffee from North. 

and that I'm in the Natural Sciences Building 

rather than Social Sciences, which has the worst 

classrooms I've ever seen. 

Val WJJUamson-Most everything. Mostly good 

fortune, and good buddies. 

Bill Ta~or-Elvis Costello, and No Frills macaroni 

and ch~'ese. 


Dean ~1l-Gett1ng kicked out of Fourth Grade at 

Catholic School. 

David Schwartz-Route 110. which takes me 

from my mother's house to my father's house. 

Pat Nixon-The football strike. 

Stephen Shem-David Jones and Dean Bell. 

Cella Llddell.Jon Crystal for shooting me. 


ADDe-M8rle -BoIUU'di-I'm thankful for my 
health. That's true, that's true. I was just 
thinking thank God for my health-all my limbs 
are working, I've got regular bowel movements 
and a clear, sound mind. 
NeD Kaplan-Efforts that are being made to 
convert the gatehouse into a gallery. 
0iDah Gieske-That no one really close to me has 
died. 
JaDiee YoUDg-Tom Wolfe and my father who has 
saved my sanity on more than one occasion. 
CaroUne Monod-That my father is moving to 
ParIs and my mother's gotten a new apartment 
Caroline Howard-Ail my friends and my five 
senses--without either I would know nothing. 
Melanie Pltts-Twenty-five inch cervical caps. 
David Jones-My family and friends. 
Mary Brodsky-That I'm getting away for a few 
days at last. 
Yearbook Sta1f-Getting together and finally 
getting our Editor's Kit. 
Pat Alvarez-I don't know-being alive-I never 
thought about that question. 
SUUD Rawe-Wait, I have to think about this... no, 
don't write that--STOP! My family and friends-I 
DON'T KNOW WHAT! 
Kelly Tabor-My roommate, Laurie. 
Laurie JoImaon-I'm thankful for beautiful men 
dancers. 
Guy Jaconelll-Richard Howard's new 
translation of Baudelaire, and little girls. 
Andrew Pollack-My health. 

Matty Matthews-The Grace ofGod that keeps me 
getting up in the morning and getting things 
done, and not wanting to kill myself. 
Stephen Markcnrttz-Things are so abundant for 
me, like food and love. Yonna and the HoUday 
Project. and that I have the abil1ty to make these 
things possible for other people. 
Lady Di-The royal Jewels, 
Jon Crystal-Having great friends In the Fllm 
Department, coming to SUNY, and having a great 
girlfriend, Cynthia. 
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across the street from the Dlnosuar's Cafe and the 
Mastodon Drive In ~fl i C'~» ~::r III .. 
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What are yo 

turkeys 


thankful for. 
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olla 

Kerry SdrUDg-My great iove life. 

Gloria Munzer.Joe, and Flaka, Design, and 

Plaka, Lany Bach, and PLAKA...(!) 

LorralDe Montuori-My good friends. 

steve Giordano-It ain't the food here, or the 

hours they serve it. . But I am ' thankful for 

shooting stars, deer, and good lovers. 

ArIes RlsiDg-My memory, surviving midterms, 

my friends, The Load, David Schwartz, Dean 

Bell, the yearbook, my apartment group and the 

people whom I care for and who care for me In 

rretum.. 

(to go with photQs). 

Stefano Barati-18% grey cards. which give good 

light readln~s. 



